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Abstract
Through autoethonography, I explored emergent nature learning in a family context. I
facilitated and journaled about eighty-five family-based nature experiences with my own family,
ten of which included other families. I created the term enthusiastic nature learning (ENL) as an
indication of whether my children both enjoyed the nature experiences and either (1) took notice
of the non-human life surrounding them, (2) made biological observations, (3) engaged in
discussions regarding the natural surroundings, (4) used their natural surroundings in play, (5) or
expressed interest in returning to the natural location. Variability among the three broad factors
of Leadership, Participants and Place affected how ENL emerged. In addition, the explicit
design of the experiences, called Active Design, the Relationships among participants, and the
Modality of learning of each participant also affected the emergence of ENL.
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Prologue
August 10, 2015
I have to figure out this thesis topic. I have a few different ideas and they are all
interesting…when I was talking to Pablo last night about it he suggested one idea that
fits well into my life is to do my thesis on my time in nature with our own kids. “Really?”
I thought, “Could I do that, is that legitimate?” When I talked with our program head, he
said that indeed, it is possible, and that it would be an autoethnography. That would be
really great, it fits perfectly into my lifestyle. It’s what I do anyway with my kids all the
time, spend time outside in nature. What a great idea. I can’t believe I can do a thesis on
a part of my life, what I do anyway. Is this a joke? I can get a Master’s degree from this?
It will be so easy…..
The joke was on me. It was not easy. It was valuable, and a meaningful learning process.
But spending all this time analyzing and examining myself and my actions was not easy. It was
downright painful at times. Yet, in the end, I am grateful for this time and opportunity to look at
myself in this context and create an academic paper that fulfills the Master’s requirements.
Creating meaning from my experience has been a long process which has taught me many
things. Perhaps this will contribute in a small way to the general field of environmental
education, or it may speak to another person in some way which I cannot imagine. Regardless,
this is my story of spending time with my children in the natural world. If this were an informal
account, I could have named it:
My Year as a Master’s Researcher, Environmental Educator, Home-Schooling Mom
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Introduction
For many years, I have been aware that contemporary humans face a multitude of severe
environmental challenges. Climate change, loss of biodiversity, water shortages, human
overpopulation, and ocean acidification are some of the most critical problems today (Planet
Earth Herald, 2015). Due to the immensity of our environmental issues, these challenges require
a widespread and diverse intervention (Mayer & Frantz, 2004, p. 512). As Mayer and Frantz
(2004) state, the intervention needs to cause our cultural worldview to evolve and re-connect
humans with the rest of the natural world. Ecologist David Orr (2004) asserts that widespread
changes need to include the transformation of education. Orr (2004) stresses the importance of
reforming education, specifically schooling, to respond to “the rapid decline of habitability of the
earth” (p. 2) leading humans to make the necessary fundamental shift in our thinking and
behaviour. Orr (2004) also asserts that the schooling that allowed us to industrialize the earth will
“not necessarily help us to heal the damage caused by industrialization” (p. 2). Essentially, we
need a different approach to the development of education to address the severe environmental
dilemmas we face today and will face in the future.
My motivation for pursuing graduate studies in Environmental Education was to develop
my skills so that I could more effectively contribute to the diversity of interventions such as
those referred to by Mayer’s and Franz (2004). Having spent years as an environmental activist,
including having been arrested and sent to jail for my activism, I have come to the conclusion
that I want my environmental contribution to be in the form of education. I believe that
environmental education is critical for helping the children of today cope and respond to the
future consequences of current unsustainable actions. As Orr (2204) suggests, we need to shift
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our educational approach to address our environmental dilemmas. Therefore, I have, and intend
to continue facilitating outdoor nature experiences for children
In the past, I have led nature-based programs for children teaching about natural history
and ecological principles, and I have used various methods and approaches in these programs in
an effort to impart knowledge to the children attending. These programs have followed a more
traditional prescriptive approach whereby I attempt to teach specific biological information to the
children. After teaching these programs, I have wondered if and how much my programs actually
contribute to expanding children’s understanding of and care and concern for nature. In contrast
to this, I have spent a considerable amount of time with my own children in natural landscapes
where we have spent time exploring, without any clear educational goal in mind. While I
recognize that spending time with my family in forests, on shorelines, and in the alpine makes
me happy, I also wonder how these non-prescriptive experiences contribute to my children’s
understanding of the natural world and how they affect their sense of concern for and connection
to nature. All of this combined has led me to contemplate the effectiveness and accessibility of
various approaches to nature learning. Therefore, I chose to explore how to apply progressive,
non-prescriptive educational methods to environmental education within the understudied
context of family learning.

How I began
My original research question was:
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How does emergent nature learning, in a family context, affect children’s relationship with
the natural world?
I embraced the term that I called emergent learning as a way to describe the nonprescriptive educational approach I wanted to explore. The working definition I used for
emergent learning is: learning that is founded within the epistemological perspective that people
create their own knowledge, understandings and meanings based upon the opportunities that are
presented to them. As Osberg and Biesta (2008) contend:
Knowledge is neither a representation of something more ‘real’ than itself, nor an ‘object’
that can be transferred from one place to the next. Knowledge is understood, rather, to
‘emerge’ as we, as human beings, participate in the world. Knowledge, in other words,
does not exist except in our participatory actions. (p. 313)
This quote pertains to all education, including environmental education, because it
addresses the question of how best to approach educating children about the natural world. If
knowledge is not an ‘object’ to be transferred then teaching, or rather telling, children about
sustainability, biodiversity and other related aspects of environmental education will not
necessarily lead children to understand these issues. Furthermore, Jones and Nimmo (1994)
assert that “as active learners, children are busy making choices for themselves, and the capacity
to make wise choices is one of the most important life skills we can give them” (p. 3-4). The
ability to make wise choices could help prepare children for a future life where they will face
unexpected and challenging environmental dilemmas. I question whether education based on the
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epistemology that knowledge can be transferred is appropriate and useful when children are
facing an uncertain and unchartered future.
When I embraced the concept of emergent nature learning I was also influenced by my
work for the past eight years as a Learning Consultant for the SelfDesign Learning Foundation.
This not for profit foundation runs a distributed learning program grounded in the notion that
children learn best by being given the opportunity to explore their interests. In addition to
supporting families with my work, I have been educating my own children at home through
SelfDesign. Therefore, following children’s interests was tied into my interpretation of what I
was calling emergent learning.
My idea to study emergent nature based learning was based in a recognition that the times I
had spent with my own children in natural settings was a process of exploring our surroundings
without any preconceived notions of what was going to be learned during that time. As the
following sections of my thesis reveal, I did not actually have a completely clear idea of what
emergent nature learning is. I began this research process believing that emergent nature based
learning was a fixed phenomenon and I was going to study its effects on children’s connection
and care for nature. Over time, I realized how variable the nature experiences with my children
were and my thoughts regarding them changed and evolved. I realized that emergent nature
based learning was more of an idea that I held than an actual topic to study. Moreover, I
recognized that a tension exists between the pedagogical perspective of following children’s
interests, whatever they may be, and my own firmly held goal of having my children connected
to and caring for nature. Over the course of my research period, I was able to reflect on my
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evolving process and create some new ideas regarding the experiences I had with my children
exploring the natural world. There is nothing quite like conducting research on your own
thinking to realize how incoherence can give birth to insight and offer some unexpected
perspectives.
The Structure
Since autoethnographies are not bound to the same traditional structure as other forms of
research, this thesis is a description of the evolution of my thoughts and perspectives. I spent ten
months journaling about the times I spent in natural locations with my own children, and the
various times we were joined by other families. I then spent four months re-reading my journals
and using a loose coding approach to try and make sense of my experiences and reflections. This
paper includes the traditional Introduction, Literature Review, and Methods sections. However,
instead of the traditional Results section I provide two sections titled Findings: The Story
Unfolds, which describes how my thinking changed and evolved over the research period, and
Findings: A Theory Evolves, which describes the model I created. I also include a section that
describes my background, titled The Context, to explain the context of my story. Finally, I have a
Conclusion which includes a Summary, a section called Revisiting the Literature with reference
to my findings, Implications, Limitations, Recommendations and Final thoughts regarding
autoethnography.
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The Context
Autoethnography is a methodology that embraces subjectivity. Therefore, I will present
some personal background information that I believe is relevant to explaining the context of my
research. I live on a shared eighty-four acre mountainside property in the interior of British
Columbia, in the Slocan Valley. Fifteen years ago I chose to buy a share in this property because
I loved the forests, rivers and lakes of the Kootenay region along with its progressive
community. I grew up in Toronto, but left the city many years prior and had been looking for a
rural property to make a home upon. I bought my section of land from an old dear friend of
mine, and a couple of years later that friend became my partner and we began a family together. I
have a deep attachment to the land we live upon and I never cease to gaze in wonder at the
beauty of this whole region. Our children have lived their entire lives on this mountainside, first
in the house my partner built, and then in our new home that we built together. Our two houses
are surrounded by forest, with several creeks running through the property. My children have
learned at home most of their lives and my partner and I have made it a priority that they spend a
substantial amount of time outdoors on our land and in the region’s surrounding natural areas.
Thus, my children have been raised by two former environmental activists and while we have
tried to not be too vehement when offering our opinions, our perspectives and values have
created the moral framework that we parent within. That is to say, our children have absorbed the
notion from their parents that the non-human world matters and is full of other beings whose
beauty is to be admired and whose lives are to be valued.
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Literature Review
I reviewed the existing literature that focuses upon what I considered was the
epistemological perspective of emergent learning; how nature based learning creates concern and
connection to the natural world; applying emergent theory to environmental education; and
family based nature learning.
Emergent Learning
Emergent learning as an educational practice is not a recent revelation. It is based upon an
epistemological perspective espoused by a number of pioneering and seminal educators,
philosophers, and psychologists, a number of whom I will briefly review and synthesize.
John Dewey.
John Dewey’s perspective on education is critical to the discussion of emergent learning.
Dewey (1938) states that “the history of educational theory is marked by opposition between the
idea that education is development from within and that it is formation from without” (p. 17).
Dewey outlines the tension between two very different educational perspectives based upon how
knowledge is created. As Dewey (1938) points out, the difference is based upon believing either
that education emerges from what is already present in people, or that education demands that we
instill into people something which they are lacking. The basis of Dewey’s educational
philosophy is that education is, indeed, “development from within” (1938, p. 17). He also asserts
that people learn through personal experience.
Jean Piaget.
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Similar to Dewey’s (1938) belief that people learn through experience, Piaget believes that
children learn by doing (Robson, 2006, p. 20). Piaget regards the child as a “young scientist” and
an “individual thinker” who constructs her or his own understanding of the world largely through
open ended self-discovery (Robson, 2006, p. 14). Due to his belief in how children learn, Piaget
regards the adult’s role to be different than that of an instructor. According to Piaget, an adult’s
role is that of a facilitator who provides an appropriate environment for children to “hypothesize
and ask themselves questions” (Robson, 2006, p. 14). Piaget places emphasis on child-initiated
activities, with the child setting the pace of learning, exploring the world and testing out ideas
without external pressure. (Robson, 2006, p. 20). He also contends that children are intrinsically
motivated to engage with the world (Robson, 2006, p. 20).
Paulo Freire.
The seminal book The Pedagogy of the Oppressed outlines Paulo Freire’s (1970) astute
critique of traditional methods of education which he calls “the banking concept of education”
(1970, p. 72). According to Freire, this type of education is founded upon teachers depositing
information into the students - who act as depositories. As Freire (1970) notes, this “banking
concept of education, … the scope of action allowed to the student extends only as far as
receiving, filing and storing the deposits” (p. 72). Freire (1970) opposes this type of education
because he believes that “knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through
the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the
world, and with each other” (p. 72). Environmental education sometimes takes the form of the
“banking model of education” whereby well –meaning educators want to instill within their
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students a certain knowledge such as sustainability or biodiversity. Attempting to instill specific
knowledge is what Wals, Geerling-Eijff, Hubeek, van der Kroon, and Vader (2008) call an
instrumental EE approach. However, Freire (1970, p. 75) urges educators to engage in critical
thinking with the students through a “partnership”. He also urges educators to trust in people and
their creative power. I, also, consider this sense of trust in people as critical to an emergent
theory of environmental education. In order to support children’s emergent nature learning, one
must trust that the children are capable of leading their own learning process.
John Holt.
John Holt (1989) advocates for allowing children to learn naturally. Holt’s epistemological
belief is similar to Piaget’s. Holt (1989) states that “children do not acquire knowledge, but make
it…they create knowledge, as scientists do, by observing, wondering, theorizing, and then testing
and revising those theories” (p. 102) and that “learners create learning” (p. 160). He strongly
advocates for learning to remain within a context, as he believes that children learn more from
“things, natural or made, that are real and significant in the world in their own right and not just
made in order to help children learn” (p. 162) Holt, who spent many years as a teacher, has a
strong view on the role of educators. He reflects that, over time, he “painfully learned that when I
started teaching less, the children started learning more” (p. 160). Holt’s views about how
children learn naturally support the notion that children can learn about the natural world by
being immersed within it and given time to explore.
Peter Gray.
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Peter Gray (2013), an evolutionary biologist, researched anthropological studies to
ascertain how hunter-gatherer societies approach education and learning. Gray asserts that
studying hunter-gatherers cultures can enlighten us to how children learn naturally, since we
have been living as hunter-gatherers for the vast majority of human evolutionary. Gray (2013)
contends that the natural way that children learn is through self-directed play and exploration.
Similar to Dewey (1938), Gray (2013) contends that “children learn through experience” (p. 18),
and he criticizes our traditional educational model for assuming that “children are, merely
because of their age, irresponsible and incompetent” (p. 70). If environmental education were to
follow Gray’s theory of how children learn naturally about the other than human world, then
programs would be situated in natural areas and would involve allowing children to play freely
and explore.
Nature based experiences’ relationship to concern and connection to nature
Environmental educator David Sobel argues strongly for environmental education to focus
upon teaching children about their immediate natural environment rather than distant and
theoretical issues. In Sobel’s book Childhood and Nature: Design Principles for Educators
(2008) he emphasizes the importance for childhood experiences in nature. He states:
It’s the childhood experiences that provide the essential glue, the deep motivational
attitude and commitment, the connection to the animals and the dirt of the natural world.
These primary experiences then fuel the pursuit of knowledge that leads to conservation
behaviour. (Sobel, 2008, p. 17)
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Sobel (2008) describes his approach in over thirty years of environmental education as
being “bottom up” (p. 19). He contends that rather than traditional EE approaches that teach
children about problems and then try to get them to act to create change, he first works to
develop relationships between children and the nature that is nearest to them. He argues that
building this relationship is the precursor for children to grow into environmentally conscious
adults (Sobel, 2008). He adds that it is only when people reach adulthood that they then have the
agency to make real changes.
In addition to Sobel’s (2008) work, other research evidence points to the connection
between times spent in nature as a child and the development of both a concern for and
connection to the natural world. In a well-known study, Chawla (1988) researched children’s
concern for nature. She found that “concern for the natural world is shaped by opportunities for
direct contact with nature” (Chawla, 1988, p. 18). In another study, Wells and Lekies (2006)
conducted a large scale study in the United States that examines the relationship between
childhood nature experiences and later life adult attitudes and behaviours relating to the
environment. They found that “when children become truly engaged with the natural world at a
young age, the experience is likely to stay with them in a powerful way- shaping their
subsequent environmental path” (Wells & Lekies, 2006, p. 13-14). Wells and Lekies (2006)
found that childhood participation with wild nature, that is walking, playing or hiking in natural
areas; camping; or hunting; has a significant and positive association with adult environmental
attitudes and behaviours. Children who engage in these activities before the age of 11 are more
likely as adults to engage in positive environmental behaviours and attitudes. I am assuming that
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concern for nature can be considered as a part of these positive environmental attitudes. In
addition, a study by Chawla (1999), a study by Corcoran (1999) and a meta-analysis of the
literature by Chawla and Cushing (2007) conclude that childhood experiences in nature are one
of the most significant factors that leads to adult environmental commitment and actions.
Kals, Schumacher, and Montada (1999) found that the two most significant predictors of
affinity towards nature are frequency of time in nature and frequency of childhood time in
nature. Furthermore, Collodo, Staats, and Corraliza (2013) conclude that direct exposure to
nature creates affinity, or a bond with nature, and improves children’s ecological worldview.
Interestingly, Collodo, et al.’s study examines two different nature based programs and one
urban-based EE program and reveals that it is the nature-based component in itself that creates
an affinity toward nature. The one nature based program that had an EE component did not
create any difference in the level of affinity for nature. The authors contend that “it could be that
just being in nature has such a strong positive effect on children’s attitudes, that the effect of EE
activities are overshadowed by the effect of being in nature per se” (Collodo et.al., 2013, p. 41) .
Another possibility is that the EE program in the camp was inadequate in making a difference
(Collodo et. al., 2013, p. 41). Pyle (2011) makes a strong argument that direct nature experiences
indeed have an effect on children’s ecological worldview. Pyle (2011) laments what he calls “the
extinction of experience” (p. 130) as he asserts that one of the primary causes of our present day
ecological crisis results from the personal alienation from nature that many people live. Pyle
(2011) contends that “we lack a widespread sense of intimacy with the living world” (p. 130),
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and yet it is these very same intimate experiences that cause people to care about nature and
therefore be inspired to conserve it.
In contrast to Collodo, Staats and Corraliza’s (2013) findings Ernst and Theimer (2011)
found that just getting children into nature did not always foster a connection to nature. They
state that further research is needed to identify the EE nature program characteristics associated
with creating a connectedness to nature. Rachel Carson expressed her perspective on what
occurs when children spend time in nature, when she stated “Is the exploration of the natural
world just a pleasant way to pass the golden hours of childhood, or is there something deeper? I
am sure there is something much deeper, something lasting and significant.” (Carson, 1965, as
cited in Corcoran, 1999, p. 219). There still remains the question of how exactly to foster in that
lasting and significant connection to the natural world.
Emergent nature learning
Weston (2004) notes that the critiques of traditional education from people such as Dewey
and Holt can be applied to EE as well. Weston critiques the EE movement for being based upon
what Paulo Freire (1970) calls the banking model of education whereby teaching is information
transmission (2004, p. 34). According to Weston (1996), “the entire problem is wrongly posed
from the start when we immediately find ourselves asking how we can educate for environmental
awareness and responsibility. For (both) delight and care.” (p. 41-42). Weston argues that
traditional EE is flawed because it “replaces a living sense of connectedness with a mandated
and technical set of skills” (1996, p. 35). He adds that children are naturally curious about the
world, but that years of being confined to schools being told what to think and disconnected from
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the natural world diminishes this innate curiosity. He proposes that instead of trying to teach
abstract concepts such as biodiversity, or relay information about the dire state of the world, that
environmentally conscious people should promote environmental practices that lead to
environmental learning (1996, p. 42). This learning would arise from enabling people to find the
connections to the natural world themselves rather than “disabling them by simply telling them
what those connections are.” (1996, p. 42). In Weston’s own words:
The crucial thing, then,… is that we act in all our capacities – parents, neighbors, citizens,
planners, etc. as well (some of us) as teachers – to enliven the world, to invoke and evoke
the manifold hidden possibilities of things, to keep our lives persistently and openly
embedded in the more-than-human [natural world]. The challenge of cultural
transformation, meanwhile, is profoundly engaging for all of us, and imperative in its
own right” (1996, p. 45)
My study of emergent nature learning addresses Weston’s critique of EE by facilitating
nature experiences whereby children’s own explorations and interests drive the learning. Also,
by creating learning opportunities through directly engaging with the natural world the familybased emergent learning activities are “embedded in the more-than-human” world and thereby
could possibly contribute to the cultural transformation that Weston proposes.
Dewey, Piaget, Holt, Freire, and Gray have all argued from the epistemological stance that
learning arises from human’s innate ability to create meaning through their own experiences. As
Weston (1996, 2004) argues for this notion to be applied to EE, Gill’s (2014) study provides
support for this approach to environmental education. Gill (2014) conducted a literature review
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focusing upon the benefits of children under 12 spending time in natural environments. Gill’s
study found that more playful styles of engagement, such as free play, exploration, leisure and
child-initiated learning, were associated with both health benefits and positive environmental
attitudes. Specifically both concern for the environment and connection to nature were very
strongly associated with more playful engagement styles (Gill, 2014, p. 19). Gill (2014) notes
that this meta literature review “provides a rationale for the view that practitioners and policy
makers need to focus not only on structured educational interventions, but also on initiatives that
allow for more open-ended, child-directed and playful experiences in natural environments” (p.
19).
Family based learning
My study was situated within the context of families because I believe that family relations
to nature play a significant role in development of children’s nature relationships. Research has
shown that families influence the amount of time children spend outdoors and directly
experiencing natural areas. McFarland, Zajicek, and Waliczek (2014) found that “parents'
attitudes toward nature and toward their children's outdoor recreation were related to the amount
of time their children spent in free play outdoor” (p. 525). Francis, Paige and Lloyd (2013) found
that the majority of the students they studied accessed nature experiences as family outings and
gatherings. The authors also report that “these family excursions to nature settings were
represented by students as highlights of their experiences… with many students stating how
happy they were to be with family in nature.” (Francis et. al., 2014, p. 24). Furthermore,
Chawla’s (1999) previously mentioned study of significant life experiences of environmentalists
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also found that the positive influence of a family member who valued the environment was one
of the most significant factors that led to adult environmental commitment and action.
Methods
Research Design
My research period ran from the fall of 2015 until the spring of 2016. I spent ten months
facilitating family-based nature experiences and writing and reflecting upon these experiences in
a journal. By the end of the ten month period, I had facilitated and written about eighty-five
family-based nature experiences. Most of these family-based experiences included myself and
either one or both of my two sons, Sebastian (age nine) and Miguel (age eleven). In addition to
the three of us, some of those experiences also included my partner Pablo, and a couple included
my sisters and father. For ten of the outings, a number of other families joined myself and my
children.
I recognize that using the term nature experience can be unclear, as nature can be defined
in many ways. My definition of nature experience was time spent in locations that are separate
from any human dwellings, structures and major development. Specifically, the nature
experiences were located in the forests of my rural property; along the Rail to Trail system that
runs through the Slocan Valley, beside the Slocan River; and along beaches and parks beside
Slocan Lake, the Kootenay River, Sproule Creek and English Bay, in Vancouver, BC. I did also
include experiences that took place close to my home, walking along the dirt driveway that runs
through our property which is forested but also has several homes in the vicinity.
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Coming to terms with autoethnography
When I first proposed this thesis topic I was told by several RRU faculty that what I was
intending to do was an autoethnography. My initial reaction to this research method was a slight
repulsion. I was hesitant to embark on a year-long study that focused solely upon myself or just
my own children. Even though I wanted to study family-based nature learning, and use my own
family to do this, I felt uncomfortable to be embarking on such a subjective and self- focused
endeavor. This partly stems from the fact that I do not enjoy interacting with people who only
talk about themselves. I find that incredibly irritating. And yet, an autoethnography seemed to be
a year-long process of just that, talking about myself. Due to my discomfort I undertook some
research and was greatly relieved to discover a research method termed Analytic
Autoethnography, a proposed sub-genre of autoethnography situated within analytic
ethnography (Anderson, 2006)). Analytic autoethnography is a research approach in which the
researcher is self-identified as a member yet is “consistent with qualitative inquiry rooted in
traditional symbolic interactionism” (Anderson, 2006, p. 374). “This is the answer”, I thought. I
could study myself and my family and extend the study to a bigger community of people. The
study would not be so self-focused. I wrote my proposal with the assumption that I would be
undertaking an analytic autoethnography. However, when spring arrived and I had difficulty
getting other families to consistently commit to participating in my research I realized that a
straight autoethnography would be the most appropriate method. Also, importantly, this would
make use of the many months of journal entries I had already made.
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My hesitation with an autoethnography not only stemmed from a discomfort to talk about
myself at great length, but also from a desire to be able to follow a more straightforward
methodology. I craved a structure or formula to follow. And while there is an irony that I am
focusing my thesis on non-traditional pedagogy I still felt discomfort in the deviation from the
norm that an autoethnography’s open ended possibilities present. At various points during this
thesis year I yearned for a template to follow.
As part of an ongoing process, I realized that I could view the openness of autoethnography
as an opportunity with many possibilities. Similar to how I have been supporting my own
children’s interest driven education, I realized that I need to view this research as a learning
process that can follow my own interests and curiosity without inhibition. What do I want to
explore? How do I want to explore it? How do I want to communicate it? I also recognized that
studying the topic of emergent learning, was an emergent learning process itself. I realized that
the process was unfolding as I carried out the research itself.
Eventually, I settled into a full acceptance and enthusiastically embraced this methodology.
It resonates perfectly with my research topic. This thesis year has been a personal exploration.
My process has not always been clear to me. I have constantly questioned myself as to what I am
actually doing and why I am doing it. Yet, I have figured it out by just that: doing it. No template
could have guided me through this process. I had to create it for myself.
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Autoethnography
There are various views of autoethnography and various attempts to describe the breadth of
these views. Autoethnography encompasses a range of research, analysis and writing approaches
that uses personal experience to investigate and understand the sub-cultures and wider cultures of
the societies we live within (Hayler & Springerlink, 2011; 2012).. Autoethnography itself is a
broad field, encompassing a “variety of methodological approaches and techniques, writing
practices, and scholarly and disciplinary traditions” (Adams & Holman, 2008).
As Adams and Manning (2015) state, autoethnography is a researcher’s subjectivity,
reflexivity, and personal experience (auto-) in an attempt to represent (-graphy) cultural
experiences (ethno-). Autoethnographers examine the inner domain of feelings, thoughts and
experiences, the outer domain of communities and cultures and the relationships between them
(Adams, Holman, & Ellis, 2014). As opposed to traditional research methods, autoethnography
is an approach that admits subjectivity, emotions and the researcher’s influence on research
(Ellis, Allen & Bochner, 2013). Bochner (2000) asserts that he looks to autoethnography to give
“story that moves me, my heart and belly as well as my head” (p. 271). However, Spy (2001)
cautions that to write a good autoethnography one cannot simply confess a personal experience
but must create “a provocative weave of story and theory” (p. 713). Proponents of
autoethnography, Adams, Holman and Ellis (2014) declare that it not just a methodology but is a
lifestyle, and that by using this approach the autoethnographers betters both their research and
their life.
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Critics of autoethnography say that it is too self-absorbed. Madison (2006) contends that
“when the gaze is on one’s own navel one cannot see the ground upon which one stands or
significant others standing nearby.” (p. 321). Yet, Ellis, Allen and Bochner (2015) state that
autoethnographic research can include personal study and still speak to social phenomena and
can be both emotional and analytical. They contend that autoethnography is valid if readers find
it to be believable and is reliable if the narrator tells a story that appears to be a credible, truthful
account (Ellis, Allen & Bochner, 2015). Adams, Holman and Ellis (2014) assert that
autoethnographies can be both intellectually rigorous as well as emotionally creative. Butz and
Besio (2009) assert that autoethnographic authors “scrutinize, publicize, and reflexively rework
their own self-understandings as a way to shape understandings of and in the wider world” (p.
1660). Also, autoethnography creates an opportunity for researchers to make sense of their own
experience (Adams, Holman, & Ellis, 2014) and through the reflexive process consider how it
relates to existing research.
There are some ethical considerations when conducting an autoethnography. It can be more
difficult to maintain anonymity in an autoethnography if other people are referenced in the
author’s story (Adams & Manning, 2015) which can put those people at risk (Morse, 2002). As
Barton (2002) writes, when conducting an autoethnography, it can be difficult to demarcate the
boundaries between work and life. This raises the issue of whether there are things too personal
to be shared, and whether informed consent truly protects the other people implicated in the
autoethnographic studies. Ellis (2007) writes about the ethical considerations of intimate others
who are implicated in autoethnographic research. She speaks to the feeling of fear of hurting
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other people’s feelings by what is written about them (Ellis, 2007). Yet, she points out how, if
these people are alive, then as researchers, we have a chance to reveal to them what we have
written about them (Ellis, 2007). Ellis, Allen and Bochner (2015) assert that because of these
ethical issues, autoethnographers are obligated to show their work to others who are implicated
in their text. I have thought about this issue at length, particularly with regard to revealing so
much information about my own children. I have read passages of my thesis aloud to my
children, to ensure that they are comfortable with being described in the various situations. The
passages I chose to read to them were all of the ones that I thought they could potentially feel
uncomfortable with. Still, I wonder if one day, as adults they will read this thesis and have any
negative feelings about what I have written. I hope not.
Despite concerns anyone may have about writing about their own family, Adams and
Manning (2015) consider autoethnography to be particularly useful to the field of family studies.
They argue that autoethnography offers insider accounts of families, can study both the everyday
and unexpected events of family life, expands a limited field of family research, and finally,
allows non-academic audiences access to research (Adams & Manning, 2015).
Finally, Adams and Manning (2015) regard autoethnography as “both process and a
product” (p.354). I have certainly found this to be true. The path forward was not always clear to
me, but by undertaking this process I was able to create some understanding of my time with my
children exploring the natural world. I have not always enjoyed what I have learned through this
process. Specifically, I have felt uncomfortable confronting my shortcomings as a parent. I
included these uncomfortable parts of my story because I have wanted this process to be
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authentic and truthful. Yet, I do feel vulnerable in exposing myself to such as degree. I guess my
feelings of vulnerability are just one last part of this process of autoethnography.
Findings: The Story Unfolds
When I began the research process I believed that I would be studying family-based
emergent nature experiences. As I stated previously, I realized during the research process that
actually I was not fully clear within myself as to what I considered emergent nature learning to
be. What I did do throughout the research period was approach the nature experiences with a
desire to respond to my children’s expressed interests in any moment and to respond to what we
encountered in the natural world. In that sense, I allowed the experience to unfold in the moment.
Throughout the year my thoughts about my research shifted and evolved. As a
consequence, how I participated in these experiences also shifted, reflecting the evolution of my
thinking. The following section outlines my thoughts and actions as I progressed through my
research period. My thoughts, ideas and analysis unfolded in a manner that led me to create a
model or theory regarding family-based nature experiences. I will present and discuss the theory
I created in Findings: A Theory Evolves. In this section, Findings: The Story Unfolds, I have
decided to present selected journal entries in chronological order, noting the significant ideas that
arose during this process.
The analysis that I provide for each of the journal entries are meant to present my thoughts
during the journaling process, as evident in my entries, as well as my thoughts during the initial
stages of coding. My analysis was not a linear process. There was an ongoing exercise of
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looping back to reconsidering the past as new understanding evolved. Also, I am making a
conscious choice, in this moment of writing, about what to include. In this way, the analysis I
present is guided by a desire to illustrate the process that led to the creation of my model:
September
Sept 8
This is a big day. My first day officially starting my thesis process. I managed to get the
boys out on our property to walk the boundaries around our new home. I wanted them to
get a sense of what exactly is our land. I told them that this land is “where they are free
to do what they want” because I wanted them to feel excited by the possibilities that the
forest and ravine offers us. We hiked from our house down the steep slope into the ravine
where M found an old wasp nest…I asked the boys how many cells were in the nest. M
guessed 500 and S said 1000. I did an estimate count and I said that I thought 1000
seemed more likely. I pointed out some plants to the boys that they are familiar with – the
tall Devil’s Club, wild ginger, and pathfinder. We all seemed to enjoy investigating
together. I know that I felt very happy to be doing this with my sons and both M and S
were cheerful and engaged.
We kept hiking along the ravine and started up an extremely steep slope. At that point M
struggled complained about the difficulty of the hike and said that he was tired and
wanted to end the hike. I felt concerned that he was already tired at that point, I didn’t
think we had hiked really far by then. I then got frustrated thinking how much I want to
spend time in the forest with my kids and feeling that M was “ruining it” by wanting to
end the hike so I made a big long frustrated sigh. Here I was thinking that M was
“ruining” the outing, and yet my reaction to his complaining, in fact, was ruining it. In
that moment, I realized that my boys won’t enjoy themselves outside if I push my agenda
on them. Pushing doesn’t work. I wanted to keep hiking but after my outburst I realized
that I needed to accommodate his desire and end the hike, despite my thoughts that he
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needs more exercise. We headed home because I feared that if I pushed it, he would have
a negative association with going into our ravine.
It feels like a dance, encouraging my kids to do the things that are healthy (or what I
think is healthy) or just going with their desires. So it’s a dance, a balance of supporting
their expressed desires with what I think is good for them.
On this first day of my research period, I wanted to inspire my children to join me in a
nature experience. It felt like a slight challenge to get my children outside to do an activity on
our land and, therefore, I was conscious of how I presented the activity. I tried to frame the
activity in a manner that would entice them to join in with enthusiasm and to have meaning for
my children.
I was also conscious of my own actions and role by how I chose to lead my children on this
hike. I could have demanded that my sons continue the hike with me, but instead I listened to
Miguel’s request to end it earlier than I wanted. Also, this hike was collaboration between myself
and my sons in terms of what we noticed, discussed and focused upon. I use the term “dance” for
how I balanced my desires and initiations with my sons’. This term then evolved to have greater
meaning, which I will reveal in later entries.
Sept. 10
The boys and I began building a debris fort in the spot on our land where I first camped
when I bought it. M was very enthusiastic to build it and has strong ideas of how he
thinks it needs to be built. He immediately started to tell us what kinds of material is
needed and how it should be put together. S was less interested in the building part, he
stood by and watched and then walked away after half-heartedly adding a couple of
twigs….I wonder if S was less keen about building the shelter because M was so
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dominant in how he felt it needed to be built, and S as a consequence felt less empowered
to do that part…
On this day I began to think about the effects of the social dynamic between my two sons.
Miguel and Sebastian have a long standing dynamic whereby Miguel, being older and quite
verbal, has typically dominated Sebastian in many different situations
September 20
Expectations, having them can taint an experience. Turn it from a fun outing and
exploration into a disappointment and frustration. Letting them go can enrich an
experience M, S and I went for a hike on our land the boys know well, by our old house.
We went looking for mushrooms, hoping to find Pine mushrooms. We hadn’t found any
Pines yet, and S was half-heartedly looking, he wasn’t very interested. He started to
whine and was slipping every time he took a step. “Ahh”, I said, “Why are you whining?
You’re slipping on purpose. I am trying to have a nature adventure with you guys”.
My desire to “have a nature adventure” with them and the stress of doing thesis
research, it all built up and I got upset. I did realize what was going on for me and so I
talked to my kids. Both S and I apologized for our behaviours and M reflected to me
saying that he notices that I get upset and think my whole Masters is ruined on our hikes
if anyone is having a hard time. I could understand his point and I realized that the
expectations of it all going a certain way led to a lack of flexibility on my part.
So I asked the boys “do you want to hike here”? S said that the forest where we were is
“just what we know, it’s all we’ve ever known- it’s not a special adventure for us” and M
added “we’ve know it all our life- we take it for granted, for good or for bad”.
I listened to what my kids were telling me and then suggested we leave the trail and
instead bushwhack up and down the steep ravines, which I know they enjoy doing. The
boys became super keen to do this hike. They really enjoyed the thrill of slipping and
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sliding through the slightly dangerous terrain…. happy voices calling out to watch them
and to see how they hiked down the steepest parts possible. This was obviously much
more fun for them than unsuccessfully looking for Pine mushrooms.
Reflecting upon this experience, I realized that maybe we don’t even have to look at
specific plants or see animal signs. If my kids are having fun in the forest, that is my hope
for them. To have a positive association with it.
Once I let go of how I thought the hike should proceed and actively listened to my
children, we were all able to enjoy our time together. During this experience I first became
conscious of how I take expectations into experiences and how that can create a negative effect. I
carried the awareness of the effect of expectations with me for the rest of the year and was
sometimes able to adjust my thinking accordingly. However, as further entries will note, I was
not always successful in implementing this particular lesson.
September 22
S and I sat beside the Little Slocan River today. We had a lovely time throwing cones into
the river and watching to see how far down the river they floated.- we got really excited
to see how they moved down the river., around rocks and under branches, cheering them
on to float through the rapids without sinking.
I think that the emergent experience, allowing things to unfold in the moment, is based
upon a view of the nature of humans. If we believe that people are inherently good or
complete then we do not consider them to be needing to be made into something. If I view
children as competent, basically good and not needing to be filled then I can allow the
experience to unfold in the moment. I remember reading something similar to this in
Summerhill’s book (Summerhill, A.S.N., 1960).
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As my journal entry conveys, I was contemplating the deeper meaning behind allowing a
children’s education, in this case environmental education, to be guided by principles contrary to
traditional teaching methods. At this time, I was thinking about how educators need to trust that
children are competent and that it is not our job to fill them with specific information.
Sept. 30
Today M and I hung out at the river. On path down to the river M saw some caterpillars,
black with a brown strip and we disagreed on what the width of the brown stripe means.
M thought it related how cold the winter was going to be, I said it relates to the age of the
caterpillar. M wanted to keep the caterpillar but I discouraged him saying I didn’t think
he would know the right things to feed it….We walked further and M looked in a shallow
cave in the embankment and said “remember when there were so many toads in here
before and now there are only slug. I replied “I wonder if there are less toads because of
the jet fuel spill” and M answered that he has sonly seen 2 toads at the beach since the
fuel spill and before we used to see so many…we continued our walk making
observations and discussing theories. We searched for minnows, identified two spiders
and observed ladybugs.
I think that without the distractions of other people M and I were better able to focus on
observing, identifying, and discussing theories. Being alone with M allows us to go deep
into this way of engaging.
This day was one of many that I enjoyed alone with each of my two sons. I recognized the
importance of the one-to-one ratio, as it felt easier to support each of their particular interests. In
this case, I was able to focus with Miguel upon identifying species and discussing theories which
supports Miguel’s typical manner of engaging with nature.
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October
October 1
A grouse flew into our window today and died. The boys and I heard it hit and when we
looked out at it we watched it die. I took the bird and we walked into the forest to leave it
there, for another animal to eat. S and M were very upset when we set it in the forest and
S cried. Both boys expressed a lot of regret that this happened. “It was just trying to fly”
said S “It died because of us” said M S strongly objected when I asked whether we
should take any feathers from it. He said “we shouldn’t, it’s not right, we should leave it
in peace.” He also despaired, wondering if it was the same grouse we had seen earlier in
the day.
During this sad incident, I noticed how Sebastian felt a lot of empathy for the bird and was
greatly affected by its death. Miguel was sad, but not to the extent that Sebastian was. When I
later reflected upon this incident I recognized that Sebastian’s empathy for other life forms is a
way in which he connects with the natural world.
October 21
M and I went for a long walk beside Slocan Lake. I mentioned a few different locations
for a hike and M decided we should hike on the eastern side of the lake because we could
look for the geocache we found there years ago. We headed along the lakeshore and M
immediately started to tell a story of what our adventure was about, looking for treasure
and diamonds... He brought along two cap guns and his bull whip. He asked me to take
one of the cap guns. I had to really focus to say present and listen to the story. I decide
that instead of doing what I often do and only half listen to the story, I would actually try
and listen to everything he said, all the intricate details. It took effort to focus and follow
along. But truthfully it made the walk way more fun for me as well.
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I wondered as we walked along whether this adventure enhanced his connection to
nature or not. It felt like the area for the walk was a rich backdrop for M’s story, but was
it really a nature connection we were having? We ended up seeing an animal slip off the
dock into the water, and M asked me “are mink around here, or maybe it was an otter”.
So I guess the nature connection did happen and we had an opportunity to bond and have
a fun adventure together.
When I joined in with Miguel’s imaginary play we were both able to enjoy our time in
nature. However, as I noted, it was not easy for me to remain present and fully participate in the
story. It took effort for me to do so. Yet, I felt that by doing so we both had a more enjoyable
time. When I later conducted my initial coding process and reflected upon this day I questioned
whether I would acted the same if this experience had been with Sebastian rather than Miguel. I
questioned this because I was becoming aware of a bias within myself. I was feeling that this
bias causes me to trust more how Miguel is connected to nature due to his typical manner of
connection through observation as opposed to Sebastian’s typical manner of connecting through
movement.
November
November 1
It’s raining so hard today. Beginning of November- rain, rain and more rain. Despite the
gray, S and I went for a walk. When I asked S if he wanted to go for a walk, he
immediately replied yes, with enthusiasm. It really does help the psyche to get out and
walk and be outdoors despite the drizzle. We chatted about cougars and listened to a loud
bird calling. S then asked me if I would be willing to fight off a cougar if it attacked our
cat Moppet. I said that I wouldn’t. He then said that our cat is like his daughter and
wouldn’t I try and save my own child? . . I answered that I definitely would. He then
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responded “So you love me more than Moppet? My answer was yes, to which
S replied “that’s not fair”. It seems that S keeps coming back to this discussion of the
value of life. He is really contemplating it and saying that all lives are of equal value.
I timed how long it took Sebastian to run to the gate on the road and back to me. I find
with S that being outdoors it really helps both of us calm down and it helps create a sweet
connection between us. It also gives Sebas a chance to move and run, he likes physical
challenges and to discuss ethics.
This one on one experience with Sebastian provided me an opportunity to focus upon his
unique interests, engaging in an ethics discussion and supporting his need for movement.
November 16
I’m wondering whether my stress and anxiety about doing “enough” nature experiences
puts a negative spin them for my kids. I’m just finding it difficult if they don’t feel
motivated to go out. They are not as motivated to be outside as I’d like them to be. The
kids are excited about the fresh snow, so I am hoping that will motivate them to get out
there. Okay, here’s a question. How much coercion, pushing, encouragement,
cheerleading, do I do to get my kids into nature experiences if its “emergent, child-ledinitiated? How do I reconcile this paradox? Is it a paradox?
In a later reflection on this journal entry I answered my own question by noting that the
nature experiences I had been having with my children were not child initiated. I initiated most
of those experiences. However, I concluded that emergent does not equal child initiated. What I
meant by this is that I can initiate the experiences and still allow the expressed interests of the
children, combined with what we notice in the natural world at that time, to guide the
experiences. In addition to this, these experiences were based within a family context where I, as
the mother, have influence. At this point in my research I was coming to terms with accepting
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role in the context of these outings. During November of that year, I was writing my research
proposal and reading about child-centered learning. At that time I felt a conflict within myself
regarding how the nature experiences were happening. I thought that I wanted them to be “childcentred” yet I recognized that I was in fact initiating the experiences and at times guiding them
as well. When I reflected upon my experiences, I came to a place of accepting that my role was
to initiate the experiences, even if that meant that I had to encourage or cajole my children to go
out with me into nature.
November 18
Today I thought to myself “I want to hang outside in nature with my kids”. I thought
about how to frame this to them and how to make it appealing. I said to them “let’s go
check out the ice on the river” and they agreed to go. First as we went down to the river
M started asking if the trees were willow while S was jumping in the tall grass covered in
crusty snow and ice. I answered M “yes they are willow” and then began to jump with S
We all had a great time stomping and hearing the ice crunch. “It’s better than popping
bubble wrap” said M. S continued to joyfully stomp while M called out to “look at the
snow and ice the wind blew it and it froze in waves, it looks like scales”. It did too! We
then walked beside the river. M noticed tracks in the snow and asked “are they mink?”
We looked and saw the 5 toes well defined and I guess that mink was right. We continued
along had a great time stepping on ice and picking up pieces and smashing them. The
boys called out many “look at this” and “oh, my god”…I asked the boys why one part of
the frozen river had thicker ice. M answered me “because the water is deeper there”.
Overall, a really fun time, very kinesthetic which appealed to S Good times had by all.
On this day I worked consciously to support each of the boys in different ways. I joined in
with Sebastian’s active play in an effort to validate his way of connecting with that place. I also
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was conscious of responding to Miguel’s inquiries and tried to engage him further with
questioning. Another element of this nature experience that seemed significant was that I was
conscious of how I presented the activity. I guessed that “checking out the ice” would appeal to
my children and was able to entice them to join in our exploration enthusiastically.
December
December 31
Back at home, S and I were out for a walk through the snowy forest near our home. I saw
tracks and said to S “I wonder what they are”. S answered “I wonder too but when I
stopped to look at them more closely he just glanced down at them and kept walking.
S seems to engage with the natural world on a more physical than intellectual level, or at
least his is somewhat interested in knowing the names of things and identifying them, but
only to a certain extent. I am personally much more interested in identifying plants and
animals and their tracks, but does that mean that I know them more by identifying their
names? Knowing their names helps me do further research on them, but in the moment,
does it mean that I know more about them?
At this point in the research process I was becoming increasingly aware of my own bias in
what I view as a valuable way of interacting with the natural world. My tendency is to name and
identify plant and animal species. Yet, I was beginning to recognize that naming species is only
one way of engaging with the natural world. Wanting to know names is a bias that I carry which
affects how I interpret other people’s behaviours. Therefore, I struggled at times throughout the
year to accept that Sebastian is not particularly interested in identifying species.
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January
January 24
M and I were walking along the road through our land and I heard birds. I stopped to
listen and saw a flock. I drew M’s attention to them, saying I thought they were Pine
Siskins. M said how much he likes to say that name, Pine Siskin in an up and down voice.
I watched them more and said maybe they are golden crowned kinglet. We watched them
more and M noticed that there were different kinds of birds because he saw red on some
of them. He said he thought one was a red breasted nuthatch and others were chickadees
and Pine siskins.
The conversation and discussion about the birds was adult initiated, but M seemed to
have a connection to the learning by already knowing Pine Siskins and liking the sound
of their name. I was modelling bird watching to M, which follows Vygotsky’s theory of
the zone of proximal development. My bird knowledge affecting how much M can observe
in the flock. Was this a child-centred experience? The learning had meaning for M, I
think. It wasn’t his initiation though. There was the family context and my modelling that
had influence. Parents have value in these situations.
The fact that I was contemplating whether this was child or adult initiated reflects my
continuing process of trying to understand my role. I was also contemplating how a parent’s
interest can influence a child in a positive way. At an earlier point in research period I was trying
not to insert my own interests into the experience. However, as this journal entry notes, my
outlook was shifting. I was able to acknowledge that I was, in fact, including my own interests in
the nature experiences and I recognized that could be beneficial.
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February
February 14
We went for a walk up the Lemon Creek logging road today with J and her three kids.
After the hike both M and S told me that they enjoyed hike. I was surprised because it
looked to me like S was pretty unhappy most of the time……Most of the hike my kids and
J’s kids fought. There was no direction or destination given to the kids, we just said “let’s
go for a walk”. I wonder if we had more focus to the outing then the dynamics between
kids wouldn’t have been so central to the experience- in this case creating tension and
unhappiness. Also, the logging road is wide and flat and for some reason those types of
roads do not seem to interest my kids as much. All the kids seemed happiest when we
stepped off the road and spent time on rocky beach beside the creek.
There was a lack of guidance on this hike and the overall experience was not particularly
positive. Moreover, when reflecting about my research period this particular hike stood out in my
memory as an illustration of the importance of the particular location of the nature experiences.
The creek side location provided boulders, rocks for skipping and bugs to find. This was in stark
contrast to the logging road where there was little to not engagement with the forest bordering
the road.
February 20
Last night, I was frustrated with the stinkbugs and flies in my room. S said to me
“They’re just trying to make a living. Everything shares mom.” He was upset that I was
killing the flies and stinkbugs. He told me “a stinkbug, if you kill it it’s just like killing a
human... I told him I agree that all lives have value but I am just trying to protect my
home. I did stop killing them after he said that though. Then, today, we found a dead bird,
a cedar waxwing. When I was sadly looking at it S asked me why I am sad about the dead
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bird but I don’t’ seem to care if flies or stinkbugs die. He told me “I feel sad that my mom
doesn’t care about lives. I thought you cared about nature. Stinkbugs have just as much
life value as birds”. I told him that cedar waxwings bring joy to my life and that I find
them special, so I guess I value them more than the flies and stinkbugs that invade my
room. “They are all lives” said S I answered. “Yes, that is true”.
These two conversations with Sebastian felt important to me because they illuminated
Sebastian’s biocentric values. Early in the study period, I had identified that my ultimate
environmental education goal for my children was for them to care about the natural world.
Throughout my study period, I questioned Sebastian’s connection to the natural world due to his
typical mode of interaction. Yet, during these conversations, Sebastian clearly demonstrated his
biocentric values and therefore, care for the natural world. In addition, these exchanges were
important for me because Sebastian’s opinion caused me to consider my own actions and
environmental ethic.
February 24
I made a bonfire outside last night. They boys loved this night. They happily played by
putting long sticks in the fire and then running to the patches of snow and whacking them
against the snow to put them out. It completely captivated their attention. We could see
lots of stars. I have been pointing out Orion to S and he is started to be able to recognize
it. We all enjoyed this time outside very much. I ponder how much it’s a nature
experience.
I include this journal entry to demonstrate how, throughout the research period, I continued
to question what exactly I considered to be a “nature experience”. When I reflected about this
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experience further I recognized that sticks, sparks, fire, and looking at the stars are all ways to
interact with the natural world.
March
March 12
I invited 4 families to join myself and my children on our land to undertake a rope
challenge of “getting everyone down the mountainside. 10 kids, 5 moms, a very steep
slope, ropes, enthusiasm and excitement on the kids part…The kids undertook the
challenge and brought the two long ropes I gave them to the steep slope and started
collaborating on how to tie them and make it work. One of the other moms C. checked the
knots for safety and I facilitated involving all the children in the process…We did get
everyone safely down the steep mountain, although some of the boys were not always a
part of the process but instead focusing on kicking apart rotting logs. Once in the ravine
bottom three of the kids started hiking up the opposite slope and the rest of us
followed…L. got poked by a Devil’s Club plant – but all the kids learned about the
plant…this definitely wasn’t the banking model of education Paulo Freire talks about.
The kids learned by doing it themselves. Direct experience, but also working together to
make the decisions. I hope it was empowering for them. I try to facilitate to get all of
them involved in doing it a making decisions. .M tends to dominate but the other kids
seemed to manage to engage.
Everyone who participated in this multi-family nature experience expressed to me how
much they enjoyed the day. Upon reflection, I recognized how this day was an interplay of my
leading through facilitating the experience and children leading themselves through problem
solving and completing the ropes challenge. On this day, I wanted the learning to emerge from
the children’s own ideas and thoughts as well as from their engagement with their natural
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surroundings. Yet, I and one of the mothers did insert ourselves in the rope challenge process to
provide safety support. As well, I provided information, by telling them to avoid Devil’s club
and what the medicinal properties of the plant are. In addition, while I intended for this nature
experience to be child-led, upon reflection I recognized that I also led this experience by
initiating the activity and by presenting a challenge and materials to the children.
Something that I noticed during this experience is that it is not just teachers or adults who
can be controlling. With child-led activities, certain more dominant children can influence and
try to control others. That is where facilitation becomes important. I needed to involve myself in
the children’s process of setting up the ropes to ensure that all the children participated and were
able to voice their opinions. If I had not done that, the older more dominant children like Miguel
would have taken control of the process.
May
May 1
Today I invited a group of families to join M, S and I on a hike to the Pit houses along the
Slocan River. Two families joined us which made a group with three parents and six
children. I was inspired by my last hike up Sproule creek (April 25th) to take a more
active lead and guide the group through a couple of nature activities. I first asked
everyone to find a tree and to stand beside it. I then questioned the children to solicit the
information of the oxygen/carbon dioxide cycle that links us to trees. The kids were
somewhat interested, but only marginally I thought. Then M and S helped me to set up an
activity that I have led before with a group of children (that they participated in) where
we obscure human objects along a path through the forest and the children walk along
trying to spot them. Sebastian was really excited to set up the activity, M less so. The
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other four kids enjoyed this activity, particularly the youngest child who was with us. We
took a break by the forest to have a snack and the two parents present began a long
conversation together on a topic unrelated to our surroundings. As I directed the children
to join me in the next activity the two parents continued the conversation. I felt a bit
annoyed as I found their conversation distracting for me and probably the children. I was
hoping we would all enjoy exploring the area together, not engage in unrelated
discussions.
I then set up the activity that we had done on the Sproule creek hike (April 25th). Without
the children seeing, I set a small doll in the forest and took a picture of it. Then took the
doll back and showed the children the photo, asked them to find the exact spot where the
photo was taken. The children found the spot and then one of the boys asked to be the one
to set up the next photo. I agreed and each child took a turn setting up the activity for the
others. The children seemed most excited when it was their turn to be able to be the ones
leading the activity…
When we left from our outing the other parents thanked me, and the children seemed
fairly happy. But as we drove home I asked my kids if they enjoyed the outing. Sebastian
replied with an enthusiastic “yes, I really liked hiding the stuff on the trail” and Miguel
said “it was kind of boring”.
This day differed from other multi-family outings that I had been facilitating in that I preplanned the activities and I directed the children for most of the outing. I had mixed feelings
about how this day went. On one hand, I enjoyed setting up the second two activities and some
of the children seemed to really enjoy them. However, the first activity, where I explained our
connection to the trees felt less inspiring. I felt like I needed to push the children to listen and
they were not particularly excited by it, despite how much I feel this information to be important
and fascinating. The whole day felt like less of an emergent exploration and more of a guided
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“nature class”. I found it interesting that Sebastian deeply enjoyed being in a leadership position
by helping me set up the second activity. Whereas, Miguel found this activity, and the whole
outing, to be uninspiring. When I reflected upon this day, I wondered if Sebastian enjoyed it
because he does not normally find himself in a leadership position with other children. Also, I
guessed that Miguel was not as inspired because he already knew the information I provided, and
the second activity was not new to him, and because he was the oldest child present. When
Miguel and I explore the forests alone, we spend much of the time engaged in dialogue but we
did not do that during this outing. Miguel did say he enjoyed setting up the third activity, but I
think by this point he had dis-engaged from the group already.
Another aspect of this hike that I found noticeable was how the other two parents spent
most of the time we chatting in a separate conversation. Upon further reflection, I noted how
discussing topics unrelated to our surroundings could be considered a lack of mindfulness. To
notice details of our natural surroundings we need to be grounded in the present and not occupied
by unrelated thoughts. Not only did I find their conversation distracting for me, but I think that
by doing so they missed an opportunity to explore that beautiful place with their children.
However, this is my solely my interpretation of the situation. Perhaps their conversation was
their own particular manner of interacting with that natural setting. I considered it to be a lack of
mindfulness, but they may have considered it quite differently. Also, I think that it was not clear
to the other parents what I meant by joining me in a “family emergent nature experience”. Since
I initiated the activities and invited them to join me, most likely they stepped back to allow me to
guide the experience.
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May 5
Today I took the boys biking. I was wanting to get some exercise and I wondered if this
would offer any ‘nature connections’. We rode on the Rails to Trails beside the Slocan
River. As we were riding S was carefully trying to avoid all the snails along the path. He
stopped a number of times to make sure that he avoided them. At one point S said “riding
avoiding snails is like a video game- only more important”. When we stopped at our turn
around point at Trozzo Creek and S told M how he had been avoiding the snails M
replied in a worried voice “Oh no, I was riding so fast, I may have squished some”. I
then told the boys that a garter snake was lying still beside me…both boys looked and
became really excited. The snake started to slither and M lunged and caught it. “Ah, it’s
making a smell” yelled S “it’s its’ stink to scare away predators” replied M “well its
working on us, let it go, it’s stressed” I added… on the ride home we all tried to avoid the
slugs but M ended up running over one “oh no, I squished a slug, I killed it” he said
“that is one of the things I don’t like about bike riding- it kills so many lives” “yes that’s
true” , I answered, “ but we probably kill things when we walk”. But I saw his point.
While I love bike riding it’s a different connection to nature than when walking. It’s more
difficult to notice smaller things, details. After this bike ride I reflected on the boys
comments and actions, how they worked so hard to avoid the slugs. And I thought “why
have I been fretting about these boys environmental ethic, they obviously care deeply
about nature. I just need to enjoy these times with them. I need to chill out.
When I initiated this bike ride I was questioning how much of a connection to the natural
world that it would provide. Upon reflection, I believe that it did provide various opportunities
for connection due to its location beside the river. As I noted in my journal, biking is a different
experience than walking, whereby the speed of travel may cause one to miss opportunities for
making observations. But, the biking itself did provide an enjoyable way for us to explore that
particular place.
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In contrast to the May 9th hike I did not pre-plan any activities for this experience. We
simply embarked on a bike ride. I suggested to my children that we ride as far as where the trail
crosses Trozzo Creek, remembering that providing a specific destination seems to help on these
nature outings. All of us were excited to see the snake and the boys, while concerned for the
slugs, were quite cheery at the end of the ride and told me how much they enjoyed it. This ride
demonstrates to me the interplay of making discoveries together as a family, as well as noticing
and responding to what we find in the natural world.
As I noted in my journal entry, by this point in my thesis process, I came to recognize and
appreciate how much Miguel and Sebastian have a solid connection with the natural world. They
notice things, they care and enjoy themselves outdoors. There were times when I worried about
Sebastian’s connections, but I came to realize that my worry was rooted more in my inability to
understand how he interacts with the natural world due to my own biases. On this day, Sebastian
was the one who inspired Miguel and me to notice the slugs and take action to avoid hurting
them. When I reflected upon this day I felt relieved to acknowledge just how strong my
children’s environmental ethic is. And as I began to re-read all of my journals evidence of this
became even more apparent to me.
May 11
What a disaster. It all stared out so well. At home, S said he was bored, so I asked if he
wanted to do another Star Wars outdoor adventure. It began as a lot of fun for all of us. S
was a Jedi, M was a Bounty Hunter, and they both brought lightsabers. S was being very
careful of the plants as we walking through the yard and into the forest. I told him “here,
you can fight this thistle” (which I wanted to pull out of our yard). But S answered “no,
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it’s a living thing, I don’t want to kill it”. We hiked down the ravine, the boys playing
Star Wars, both boys were very careful of only striking dead branches with their
lightsabers. At the bottom of the ravine I told them they had to “get through the Devil’s
Club to drink the magic water to give them power”...S found the Devil’s Club “too easy”
to navigate so I made the huge mistake of saying “fight the Devil’s Club” I really don’t
know why I said that, I was trying to make it fun for him and thought the Devil’s Club
could survive a few whacks. It was so stupid of me. Anyway, after S got poked by one
thorn he whacked a bunch of it and then I said to him “I feel sorry for the Devil’s club”.
The thing is that S was so careful before, but after I told him to, he hacked it down. I was
giving mixed messages obviously and S felt really badly for hurting the plants after I said
I felt sorry for them. So S then got angry at me saying it was a “stupid game” and that he
doesn’t want to go on nature walks with me anymore and “you’re going to fail your
thesis”, then he kicked me. I think he felt ashamed. I reacted, badly, by yelling back “I
am done with taking you out, stay at home and watch TV, I’m done with homeschooling”.
I angrily hiked back up the ravine and the boys followed. Back in our yard I asked S if we
could talk. We both expressed remorse for our actions and words, and apologized to each
other.
What happened next turned out to be a very poignant moment for me that I have reflected
upon many times since. I did something kind of strange in a way. I asked him “do you
even like nature?” and he replied “what is nature?” I thought “insightful” but replied,
“nature is everything other than humans”. He said “yes, of course I do, if I didn’t I
would go around always killing things, shooting my BB gun at birds and animals”. Then
I asked him “do you like hanging outside in nature” and he answered “it depends”.
I have taken a considerable amount of time to decide whether to include this journal entry.
I feel uncomfortable revealing my poor parenting and poor environmental educator decisions.
Also, I would have much preferred that by the end of my research period I would have learned
my lessons and progressed to a point that would not include this type of interaction with my son.
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Unfortunately, as human nature dictates, personal growth and development is often not a process
of linear ascension. Yet, I have been able to learn from this experience and my conversation with
Sebastian about this incident has been very helpful to my thesis process.
Sebastian’s answer of “it depends” kind of reverberated through my head. It made perfect
sense to me as I reflected back upon our year. I thought about all the times that we went out and
how varied the experiences were, for many reasons. A lot of the time, Sebastian seemed very
happy to be a part of the nature experiences, at other times, he did not. After my conversation
with Sebastian, I also realized that what I had been studying this whole year was how the
variance affected each of my sons’ enthusiasm for the times we spent experiencing the natural
world. There were many factors which contributed to the diversity of the nature experiences and
how my children, and all of the participants, seemed to respond to them. The following section
describes how I have attempted to make sense of it all.
Findings: A Theory Evolves
As I mentioned previously, in the beginning of my thesis research I believed that I would
simply be observing family-based emergent nature learning as if these experiences were a fixed
phenomenon. Early on in this process, I realized how variable the family-based nature
experiences were. Upon reflection, I noticed that I was consistently altering various aspects of
the experiences. Some of the alterations were a conscious design choice on my part, and some of
the alterations were unconscious changes that seemed to create an effect of some sort. After
multiple rounds of coding and reflecting, I noticed some patterns among the experiences. Yet,
ultimately, all of these experiences were unique. I can never hope to fully understand or
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articulate all the dimensions of these experiences. What I have been able to create is a
simplification of these complex experiences which reflects my current interpretation of what
occurred throughout my research period.
Throughout the year, I was trying to create conditions that would inspire the children to
enthusiastically interact with the natural world. Yet, I noticed that my children’s enthusiasm for
our nature experiences was not consistent. Moreover, I noticed that the other children who joined
also had variable responses to our outings. I have created the term enthusiastic nature learning
(ENL) as a key concept by which to analyze my data. This term is my own creation and I apply it
by using a weighted index based upon several explicit and subjective factors. I have analyzed my
data by looking for the conditions which appeared to affect ENL. I have created the term ENL as
a measure of whether my children both enjoyed the nature experiences and either (1) took notice
of the non-human life surrounding them, (2) made biological observations, (3) engaged in
discussions regarding the natural surroundings, (4) used their natural surroundings in play, (5) or
expressed interest in returning to the natural location.
What I noticed during my experimentation is that variability among three broad factors
seemed to affect the how ENL emerged. I consciously varied the manner in which I led my
children or the multi-family group, who participated in the experience, and where the nature
experience took place Thus, I am terming these broad factors as Leadership, Participants and
Place.
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Leadership
I have decided to use the term Leadership, rather than parent in my analysis since I think
that leadership speaks more closely to the nuance of family nature learning that I am focusing
upon. My research has been focused of a form of pedagogy as well the family nature experience
itself. I have situated my research within the context of progressive pedagogy such that Dewey,
Holt, Weston, Freire and others promote. I initially used the term emergent learning as a way of
describing a pedagogy that allows the direction of the learning to arise from what is occurring in
the moment rather than what is pre-planned with specific outcomes in mind. I came to realize
that this approach to education requires a certain type of leadership. Rather than seeing myself in
the role of teacher, I regard my role in the family nature experiences as that of a leader who
facilitated the experiences. This is because my leadership style tends toward that of a facilitator
rather than a director. As active parents we are always leaders whether we enact our role in a
more authoritative or more permissive manner. How I led these nature experiences, as a parent,
has been the focus of my research and thus I am using the term Leadership.
When I undertook this research project the very act of deciding to research this topic was a
leadership decision. I initiated almost all of the family nature experiences with my own children.
I invited other families to join in the multi-family nature activities and I made conscious
decisions regarding how to present and undertake the nature experiences. The design of the
nature experiences is part of what I did as leader. In my view, design relates to the initiation and
pre-conception of the experience. In addition, I consider leadership to include how I interacted
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throughout the experiences and how I responded to others and the environment in the moment,
such as making shifts and adjustments when I deemed it appropriate or beneficial to do so.
Participants
Participants refers to both the children and other parents who participated in the family
nature experiences along with me. Mostly the participants were my two sons Miguel and
Sebastian. (I have journaled upon more nature experiences with Miguel than Sebastian since
Sebastian was in school part-time last year, thus I had more time alone with Miguel outside.) In
addition to my own children, the participants were a varied mixing of a group of children
enrolled in the SelfDesign program and their parents. I noticed that my and my own children’s
ENL varied, in part, depending upon who accompanied us on the nature outings.
Place
All of the nature experiences took place in locations where human disturbance was
minimal. We explored forests, along rivers and creeks, on the lakeshore and among meadows in
throughout the rural region of the West Kootenays. I did not term this factor Nature because,
while these are all natural areas, the variance in the specific natural location seemed to affect the
emergence of enthusiastic nature learning. Thus, the term Place refers to the natural locations
that we explored.
Both individually and together, the three factors of Leadership, Participants and Place
affected the emergence of enthusiastic nature learning. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: The broad factors of Leadership, Participants and Place, affecting the
emergence of enthusiastic nature learning.
In addition to these three, I also noted that there are other factors to consider as relevant to
the emergence of enthusiastic nature learning. The nature experiences were influenced not only
by the explicit design of the experiences, but also by the relationships among all the participants,
and the modality of learning of each participant. Since these factors affect one another as well as
act together as a whole, it is perhaps inappropriate to analyze each separately. However, for sake
of simplicity and clarity in my analysis I have coded using a framework that identifies what I
chose as the explicit design of the experience, which I name Active Design, along with the
implicit design domains of Relationships, and Modality. I have then indicated how these three
additional factors influence each of the original three factors of Leadership, Participants and
Place, which the following diagram illustrates (Figure 2). Taken in its entirety, all of these
factors and influences together, and likely further ones I did not identify, create the context of the
family-based nature experiences.
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Aspects of Active design, Relationship, and Modality factors as relevant
within the factors of Participants, Leadership, and Place. All six of them
are factors in enthusiastic nature learning. The irregular green “blob” is
intended to connote that a) not all aspects of the six factors contribute to
enthusiastic nature learning, and b) there are other aspects besides the
ones I have identified that may also contribute.

Quite late in my thesis process I was able to recognize what I have actually been studying
this past year. My original thesis question was: How does emergent nature learning, in a family
context, affects children’s relationship with the natural world? What I came to realize is that my
study has been focusing on exploring the question:
What factors enable family-based nature learning to emerge with enthusiasm?
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The following sections outline my theory by presenting my analysis, along with relevant
journal entry examples, to illustrate how Active Design, Relationship and Modality apply to each
of the factors of Leadership, Participants and Place.
Active Design
Active Design refers to how I was consciously experimenting with how I designed the
experiences throughout the research period. It also refers to how I adapted during the nature
experiences by responding to the participants and the natural surroundings in the moment of the
experience. The Active design process ideally took the other implicit factors into account. It
varied throughout my research process in terms of whether or not I took the implicit factors of
Relationships, and Modality into account in the Active Design process.
In the following sections I will discuss the overlap between Active Design and the three
factors of Leadership, Participants and Place as summarized in Figure 3.
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Aspects of the Active design factor as relevant within the factors of
Participants, Leadership, and Place.

Active Design: Leadership.
All of my family nature experiences place me as a leader due to my position as a mother.
However, how I lead my children can vary in terms of how much direction and guidance I
provide while we are exploring the natural world together. Throughout my research period I had
varying approaches regarding how I guided the experiences. At times, I tried to simply follow
the children’s lead, and at other times, I took a more active role in leading a group or my own
children. The variation in my Leadership approach depended, in part, upon the size of the group,
(bigger groups needed a bit more structure); the modality of the participants, (some needed more
assistance in engaging with their surroundings); and the location of experience, (some natural
places seemed to offer more opportunity for ease of engagement). I tried to stay open to allow
the learning to emerge from what the natural world had to offer in the particular moment of our
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engagement. I attempted to allow the inspiration arise from nature itself and the expressed
interests of the children involved in the experience.
I have identified various aspects of Leadership in terms of my Active Design. The
following sections will focus on the level of guidance I used in the activities and how I presented
the activities to encourage enthusiasm. I also discuss what I call the dance of emergence, which
describes the interplay of the child, parent and nature leadership. Furthermore, I discuss how I
support my children by expressing enthusiasm for their nature learning, and how engaging in
dialogue increases my children’s enthusiasm. Finally, I discuss the effects of bringing
expectations to an experience and how important it is for the Leader to remain grounded during
the nature experiences.
Level of guidance and direction.
How much I led or guided the group directly is something that I was conscious of
throughout the research period. Generally speaking, I attempted to keep my direct guidance to a
minimum, and rather led by responding to the children’s expressed interests. For example, on
September 20th I realized that I needed to change the focus of our hike from what I wanted to do,
namely searching for mushrooms, and instead do what my children wanted to do, that is
bushwhack on the slopes. On the October 21st hike with Miguel and the February 3rd walk with
Sebastian I did not direct the experience, but rather joined in with their imaginary play, which
resulted in ENL for both my sons and myself. The following examples provide a further detailed
explanation of how I attempted to guide and direct the nature activities in order to allow
enthusiastic nature learning to emerge.
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March 6
I think todays activity qualifies as a resounding success...I gave the group of kids (7 kids
ranging in age from 5 to 11) the challenge of taking two ropes and getting everyone
safely across our creek. We hiked up from my house to a spot on our creek that was back
in the forest far from any houses. I handed the rope to the kids and they took the ropes
and discussed ideas. I didn’t make any suggestions as what to do but did facilitate so that
all the children would be included in the discussion. I also made sure that the younger
ones were involved in tying the ropes, making sure they were safe. One of the other two
moms with us asked the group “Can I make a suggestion” She asked “is that okay” and
the kids answered “yes it’s okay” She suggested for having one rope tied lower down and
one higher above it. As it happens that is what the youngest child there suggested at first
but the other children didn’t use his idea. The kids made their rope bridge and at the
same time some made another bridge out of logs. They all wanted to cross the rope
bridge, so I stood in the middle of the creek on some rocks to spot them for safety… at the
end of our time the one mom (R) who said nothing the whole exercise and just watched
said to me “ That was so ideal. The kids were totally engaged, working together, not
arguing out here in the wild having and adventure. It’s so perfect.” I thought so also.
This multi-family nature experience was led through an interplay between my initiation
and facilitation and children figuring it out for themselves. I led the group by inviting the other
families to join us on my land and by providing the idea of the rope challenge. Yet, I wanted the
learning to emerge from the children’s own ideas and thoughts as well as from their engagement
with their natural surroundings. Once I created a purpose for the activity, I left it open for the
children to complete the task on their own. I then acted as a facilitator to include all the children
as well as providing safety support. The hike up to the spot I chose for the challenge was an open
hike, whereby the children and mothers all hiked together, bushwhacking and exploring the land.
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There was no path to the spot, I just told the children leading the hike roughly where it was and
we all found it together. I did not want to be the person in the front, because I thought that it was
more exciting for the children to be leading the hike. In addition to completing the rope
challenge, the children played along the creek side, initiated the creation of a log bridge and
spent a long time walking across the creek on the ropes. The children were all completely
engaged in the activity and expressed a lot of enthusiasm for it. Afterwards both of the other
mothers told me how much their children enjoyed the activity. Miguel and Sebastian also told me
that they had a lot of fun that day.
An interesting exchange happened between the other two moms which relates to
Leadership and our roles as parents in this process. I was later told that the one mom (J) who
inserted herself in the children’s process to give them a suggestion was later chastised by the
other mom (R) for making a suggestion. R told J that the point of this exercise was for us adults
to not intercede at all and to let the children figure it out on their own. Upon reflection, I realize
it was a challenge for me to communicate clearly to the other mothers what I saw our roles as
parents were in this activity, since I was not completely clear myself regarding the role of parents
as leaders. I had told the parents that this was part of my research on emergent nature learning,
and each mom seemed to have her own opinion as to what that meant to them.
The next example demonstrates a leadership role where I am facilitating by responding to
my son’s interests rather than directing the experience. This activity turned out to be a
collaboration between myself and my son.
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December 1
Today M and I went down to the Bridge beach to “check out the ice”. I had asked him
earlier if he would “do something in nature with me”. He answered yes. I made a few
suggestions of places on our land, which he wasn’t enthusiastic about, and then when I
mentioned the river he kind of perked up and suggested the Bridge beach. When we
walked along the river I was reminded of the Rachel Carson book The Sense of Wonder
(Carson, 1965). I truly noted how much awe and wonder M expressed looking at how the
river froze. He commented on the beauty of the different ice formations and espoused
many theories regarding the freezing patterns. I listened to his theories and added a few
ideas of my own. He remarked a number of times “I wonder how that happened”, which I
mostly answered with “I wonder too”.
During this outing I did little guiding or directing. I initiated the walk, but Miguel decided
the exact location, based upon my suggestions. Since Miguel was so engaged on this day, I did
not feel any need or desire to direct his attention to our surroundings. Also, I chose to not always
answer Miguel’s “I wonder” questions, since I felt it better preserved his sense of curiosity to
wonder along with him. Rather we simply enjoyed our time and shared our thoughts of that
place.
How the activity was presented (framing).
I noticed that how I presented an activity seemed to have some influence upon the response
of my and other children, I presented the nature activities in various ways throughout the year.
For example, the November 4th walk was presented as a hike to find the geocache, the March
12th multi-family activity was presented as a rope challenge, and the May 8th walk was
presented as a Star Wars mission. In all of those instances, the way I presented the nature
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experience seemed to help nurture the participant’s enthusiasm for the experience. However, the
February 14th excursion was presented as simply going for a walk. In this instance, how I
presented the nature experience did not seem to entice the children or contribute to the
emergence of ENL.
The following example describes, in greater detail, a nature experience in which the
presentation of the outing contributed to the emergence of ENL. This positive contribution
occurred despite my less than friendly attitude when I presented the activity.
October 23
This morning stated out poorly for me. M and S were fighting non-stop…eventually I
completely lost it- yelling at them they had to stop fighting …I told them that they had to
get dressed that instant and we were going on a hike to do “Shalin boy monk training”
(we had previously watched a video about boy monks in China, Shalin training by hiking
up steep mountains and crawling back down). M and S got dressed and we headed up the
mountain above our house. We had a great hike up the mountain. We hiked higher than
we usually do. Normally the boys complain if I go too high, but this time they knew I was
upset and so they wanted to do what I said. Immediately on the hike M pointed to a young
hemlock tree and said he only saw baby trees of this kind. That led to a whole
conversation about tree species. On the way down the mountain S started to crawl like a
“Shalin boy monk”. I joined him and we noticed we could smell more when we
crawled….we stopped at a Douglas fir tree and the boys started to “mine the amber”
from the tree by collecting the dried sap. Both of the boys really enjoyed themselves, as
did I.
This outing occurred due to a demand by me, as a mother, for my children to go for a hike,
regardless of whether they wanted to or not. I combined this demand with a more light-hearted
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framing of us hiking like the boy monks do in Shalin training. This gave a more playful feeling
to the outing than merely following an irate mother up the mountain. I do not really know how it
all turned out so well, but it seems that my demand that my boys hike was a positive way to
introduce the hike, since it diverted their attention away from a fight. Also, Miguel and Sebastian
had been inspired by learning about the boy monks hiking each morning, and this helped them to
become inspired to hike up our mountain in a similar fashion. I think if I had merely told them,
“get dressed you are going on a hike”, without the Shalin monk reference they may have been
less enthused. Similarly, if I had not made it a demand that they go, they may have resisted or
complained that we hiked so high. Both boys had some great nature learning on this hike,
discussing tree species, smelling the forest floor, gathering fir sap, and general enjoyment of
being out on the mountain.
The dance of emergence.
This next section outlines what I term the dance of emergence. I noticed that some of the
nature experiences seemed to be a dynamic interplay of following children’s lead and leading
myself. This was a back and forth of leading, inspired by what we noticed was occurring in our
natural surroundings in that particular moment. Our September 23rd exploration of the river
exemplifies this dance of emergence. On that day each of my sons and I took turns leading the
groups exploration of the river, responding to what we noticed in our surroundings. On the
September 8th hike, Miguel noticed a wasp nest he found and led the initial observation of it,
then I stepped forward and led a further examination of it and some surrounding plants.
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The following nature experience provides a detailed example of this dance of emergence.
On this day, my children and I had a flowing interplay of leading and following, inspired by
what we noticed in our surroundings. The location was the confluence of Lemon Creek, a fairly
large creek, with the Slocan River. We spent the afternoon on the shores of two creeks, as well as
hiking through a forest to arrive at the spot.
March 13
Today I presented an outing to my kids as “let’s have a picnic at a beautiful spot with lots
of rocks and logs to climb on and rushing water”. As little while later S asked if we were
going to “that special place, that really nice place”….we walked along a dirt track
through the forest. We saw a bunch of spring growth and S looked at a plant and said
“isn’t that the one the shows the path...”No, I said, it’s not pathfinder”. M said “isn’t’ it
wild ginger?”, “No it’s not, how about we give it a name? It has three leaves” I said. M
suggested “Tri...something” after a moment I said “Tri Green?’ and S responded “ya,
that’s it”. I noticed and pointed out a log lying on the ground with a lot of woodpecker
holes. M said he thought that a lizard lives there…we crossed a small side tributary on a
log bridge and came to the beach. S noticed the high water mark (something I had
pointed out to him on an earlier outing) and we talked about spring flooding and when
the river gets to its highest point…S wanted to eat so I brought out all the food. Having
lots of food helped make for a festive fun feeling for all of us….we walked the shoreline.
M remarked on some algae in still water saying “everyone thinks that is frog’s eggs or
salamanders eggs, but its algae with air bubbles”. I agreed with him. S started talking
about a book we were reading at home. I listened to him, replied to his comment and then
tried to gently re-direct his attention to where we were. I said “look at all those logs piled
up, I wonder how that happened?”...I pointed out some thick moss and S said “so soft,
don’t lie down, you’ll get trapped and the witch will come and eat you”...walking back to
our picnic spot, and S started to hop from one big rock to the next...we made it into a
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rock challenge, trying to only step on rocks and not touch the gravel. ...it started to rain
and S remarked “I don’t mind the rain. Rain is a part of living”…after eating a bit more
sitting in the drizzling rain, I asked the boys “is it time to head back?” because I wanted
to end it on a positive note.
This nature experience was truly enjoyable for all of us, which as I mentioned earlier is a
key attribute of ENL. All three of us spent the entire time engaging with our natural surroundings
and each of us led the observations at different times. Sebastian pointed out the plant he thought
was pathfinder. I then asked the boys to name the plant since none of us knew what kind it was
and all three of us participated in giving the plant our own name. Also, Sebastian pointed out the
high water mark which led to a discussion about spring floods. I directly guided the experience
when I gently re-directed Sebastian’s attention to the logs and the moss. Miguel led when he
pointed out the algae and he added to my observation of the log with woodpecker holes by
saying it was lizard habitat. I noticed Sebastian’s rock hopping and turned it into a rock hop
challenge for the three of us. The entire outing was an exchange back and forth between us all,
responding to our rich environment.
Another aspect of Active Design was evident in how I presented the experience, which
seemed to help create motivation for going. I presented it as a beautiful place to have a picnic
and having a lot of food to eat seemed to help keep everyone’s spirits high. Another aspect of my
leadership that I believe helped create a positive experience for all of us was that I was present
and relaxed during the whole time we were out. This outing was only an hour and a half long,
shorter than many of ours. Leaving when everyone was feeling happy helped to maintain the
positive association with the experience.
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Show of support.
Sometimes my role as the parent and environmental educator with my own children is to
simply show enthusiasm for what they are discovering themselves, as the following examples
demonstrate.
September 10
Today M showed me a robin’s nest he found. He said “it’s a perfect nest” and I agreed, it
really is. He pointed out how the robin wove the twigs together and then “like a beaver’
plastered the weaving with mud and then put the softest material it could find to line the
nest”. M wanted to put the nest somewhere at our new house where people could see it
and admire it and so I told him to do just that.
September 22
M found a “two-spot” lady bug, the “first he has ever seen” Now he is busy counting the
spots on different lady bus and found one with 18 spots.
In these instances Miguel had expressed great interest in what he was telling me. I did not
have an opinion to add or did not think that offering one would enrich his experience. Active
listening seemed more supportive of Miguel’s enthusiasm in these cases.
The importance of dialogue.
During my months of journaling I realized how important dialogue is to the emergence of
ENL. Rather than simply telling my children facts about nature, I found that engaging in
meaningful dialogue helped to deepen their learning while supporting their expressed interests.
When both participants are in an exchange, listen intently to each other, and respond to each
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other’s thoughts and ideas, learning can be deepened. Dubberly and Pangaro’s (2009) description
of what constitutes a conversation describes what I am calling dialogue. They state that
conversation encompasses a progression of exchanges between two participants who are each a
learning system that changes internally as a result of the exchange (Dubberly & Pangaro, 2009).
They also contend that this highly complex exchange is powerful because “conversation is the
means by which existing knowledge is conveyed and new knowledge is generated” (Dubberly &
Pangaro, 2009, p. 22). I include the importance of dialogue in the Leadership section because in
order for dialogue to happen we, as adult leaders, need to be open to considering our children’s
thoughts and ideas. We cannot assume that we always know what the correct answers or theories
are. This does, however, tie in closely with the domain of Relationship. In order to have
meaningful dialogue, both parties must respect the other’s opinions as valid and there also needs
to be trust in order for people to share their ideas freely. Dialogue also ties in with Modality of
the learner. Certain people are more verbally inclined and express themselves through talking.
This is the case for my older son Miguel who tends to express himself through dialogue. The
following examples demonstrate how I noticed dialogue supporting enthusiastic nature learning.
September 9
Yesterday M and I walked from S’s school to a café. Miguel was excited to show me the
Saskatoon bushes that lined the highway. He remembered seeing them a couple of months
ago with his uncle. M said that the Saskatoon must get some special nourishment from
the road as they grow so well there. He wondered if there were nutrients coming from the
asphalt that made them grow so well. I said I wondered if Saskatoon bushes like
disturbed soil and M agreed that could also be a reason for the abundant growth.
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In this example, Miguel was eager to direct my attention to the Saskatoon bushes and to
offer a biological theory. Through dialogue, we were able to listen to each other’s ideas and add
our own to the conversation. I don’t think I would have taken the time to consider why the
Saskatoon were growing so well in that location if Miguel had not offered his theory. And
Miguel was able to deepen his observation and ideas by considering the theory I offered.
The following is another example of how dialogue helped to deepen Miguel’s nature
learning.
June 1
M has been making live traps for northern alligator lizards and western skink. Yesterday
he read online how to make them from bottles and from a box with plastic wrapping on
top…I mentioned to him how I think the trap he made is so good he should check it often.
He asked me where we should place the traps which led to a discussion about what is
their best habitat. (Miguel told me after that he placed the traps near a rock pile and
beside a pile of logs because he knows that lizards and skinks like to go in rocks and
logs)…Today Miguel made another trap and after he finished he said “Thanks Auntie for
all the great ideas, so my sister must have made a few suggestions” He then asked to look
in the Reptiles book [The Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Reptiles and
Amphibians] and his aunt read out the habitats section and the description of what
alligator lizards look like. Miguel responded “I’ve found the younger ones to be black
and the adult to be grey”. He listened to more of the book and then continued to discuss
with me where on our land would be another good spot for a trap.
Throughout the trap making process Miguel was exchanging ideas with myself and my
sister, as well as gaining information from a reference book. The ideas presented by everyone
involved were considered and built upon. I also inserted my environmental ethic when I
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encouraged Miguel to check the traps often so that no animal was harmed in the process. The
ongoing dialogue in this process is an example of how Miguel’s nature learning was deepened by
the exchange between him and myself and my sister. Also, I believe that the exchanges Miguel
had with myself and my sister supported him to remain engaged and excited.
In another exchange, dialogue helped both the adults and the child deepen their learning.
June 3
Hiking the Galena Trail. M found a rock that he speculated was galena and this led to
discussion among all of us about the trail, its history and use... Later after we completed
our hike we went to the nearby historical town of Sandon and M wen to the museum
alone to look at the displays and he identified the rock he found as galena. M told us this
and my sister and I wondered aloud what galena is. M said it is a mineral and something
you get silver from, and we discussed that Sandon was a silver mining town so that makes
sense.
In this example, Miguel initiated the learning when he found the rock and later identified it.
His enthusiasm for this learning was supported by my sister and me when we followed his
interest and used it as the basis for discussion.
In the next example, Sebastian also eagerly participated in this exchange.
November 8
Today we when saw a raven M said, it is so big. “Bigger than a crow?” S asked. I told
the boys how ravens and crows are cousins. S showed how big he thinks a crow is and I
told them how ravens and crows are from the same family. “Wait-they’re related?” S
asked “yup”, I said, ‘the Corvidae family”. I mentioned how jays are also in that family.
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“What do you mean by jays?” asked S I told them stellar and gray jays. “Wow” was S’s
reply. The boys were really interested in this information- but it was they who brought up
the topic of the raven…I think if I had given them this information the next day instead of
in that moment they probably would have been much less interested.
In this exchange I provided natural history information, based upon my children’s
expressed interest. I also gave specific information in the moment that their attention was
directed to the topic because we were looking at a large raven. This example not only points to
how dialogue deepens understanding, but how providing information at this moment seized a
learning opportunity that arose naturally. I believe that in this instance the dialogue contributed
to the emergence of ENL for both of my sons.
January 27
I told my kids that I had seen a deer carcass while I was skiing by the river. I told them I
wanted them to come with me to look at it because it was partly eaten and was interesting
to see the ribs, bones, and fur. S was aghast at my suggestion. With great emotion in his
voice he said “would you suggest we go and look at a dead person? Would you think that
it is interesting? I told him that death is a part of living and that dear provided food for
another animal. He was still upset with my suggestion. It caused me to stop and think
about what he was saying though.
During this exchange Sebastian was very animated and emotional when he expressed his
opinions. The exchanges were important for both of us. They gave an opportunity for Sebastian
to articulate his strong bio-centric values. As well, they caused me to reflect upon what he was
saying and consider my own actions. I did not bring my children to examine the deer carcass
with me and this dialogue did not result in a nature experience wherein ENL emerged for my
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children. However, I include it here because in this case, the dialogue provided an opportunity
for Sebastian to articulate his opinion and perspective and influence his parent. I believe that by
having these types of exchanges, whereby I thoughtfully consider my children’s viewpoints,
helps create a trusting atmosphere which encourages further dialogue to occur.
February 1
On a walk with S and M on our land. I told them how I had read that trees can
communicate with each other. How tree ‘friends” try to not overshadow each other and
how mother trees send nutrients to their children. S turned and looked at a tree and said
it wasn’t being friends because it was overshadowing another tree. Then M said “trees
can be bullies, look at those trees have out crowded another tree and not that tree is
dying”. S piped in “ya, trees can be bullies”. I had to admit that if we think that trees can
be friends, then they could be bullies too.
During this walk, I articulated a concept and then Miguel and Sebastian took that same
concept and applied it to what they were observing. By adding their thoughts to the theory I
offered, we were all able to deepen our learning. I initiated this conversation about tree
communication, which then caused my children to look more closely at the trees growing around
us. The dialogue led to more detailed observations and also an eagerness on my children’s part to
voice their own opinion. I believe that this dialogue, therefore, contributed to the emergence of
ENL for my children.
The effect of expectations
I came to realize that having any expectations of how an activity would unfold actually
inhibited the emergence of enthusiastic nature learning. It is a part of leadership that, at times,
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had a negative effect upon the family nature experiences. On September 20th I first became
aware of this effect and I was reminded of this again throughout the year, and particularly on
February 24th. The following example demonstrates a time when I was able to remember this
lesson.
Sept. 21
The boys and I went down to our debris fort for a while this morning. M and I worked on
building the fort and S found a stick that he said looked like a Bowtrunkle (a magical
creature the Harry Potter book series.) S had a lot of fun with it. He was happy to sit
playing with it while M and I added cedar boughs to the fort.
Walking down to our fort I kept telling myself “no expectations, no expectations”. Telling
myself to not have expectations helped me to allow the experience to arise in the moment
from what my children were interested in and from what the natural world had to offer
us.
I think that the times I was able to let go of having any expectations was tied into how
grounded I was during an activity.
Remaining grounded
I am using the term remaining grounded to indicated the times I was both calm, mindful,
and present with what was actually occurring in the moment of the experience. To achieve this
emotional and mental state I had to let go of any preconceived ideas of what was going to
happen. On October 21st and February 23rd I was conscious of the importance of staying present
and tuning into my sons’ imaginary games since participating in those games was not as easy for
me. Days such as November 18th, March 13th and May 1st were times when ENL seemed to arise
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easily, which upon reflection, may be in part due to the fact that I was particularly calm and
mindful during those outings.
Active Design: Participants.
Throughout my months of research, the participants in the family nature experience
changed. Most often it was myself and both of my sons. Many times it was just one of my sons
and myself. We also invited other families to join us in our activities and the number ranged
from six to ten children and three to five parents in the multi-family nature days. Also,
sometimes my family nature experience included my husband and a few times, my sisters, and
my father. . Since I was constantly reflecting upon the family nature experiences when I was
journaling about them, I became aware of the importance who and how many participants were
involved. Through the multitude of nature experiences I journaled about, I found that who
participated and how many people participated seemed to affect the experience for various
reasons. Who the participants were ties in closely with the domain of Relationship. The
participants already knew each other well and thus had existing relationships that affected their
experiences together. However, I have chosen to include many of the insights regarding this
aspect in the Active Design section, rather than the Relationship section, because my awareness
of the importance who the participants were altered my design of the experiences.
Participant to participant effects
Many of the times, having friends join us seemed to increase my children’s’ ENL. For
example, on our November 4th walk, Miguel and his friend enthusiastically explored, observed
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and played along the lake trail. During our March 17th outing the other children eagerly
observed the salamander with Miguel and played climbing the log and digging in the sand with
Sebastian. On the March 12th rope challenge and April 25th hike, Sebastian’s happily engaged
with the other children. In all of these instances, the children seemed to all help inspire the
emergence of ENL in each other. Also, having P with us on the December 29th beach
exploration had a noticeable effect upon Miguel who eagerly responded to P’s mentoring.
However, the presence of other participants did not always seem to support the emergence of
ENL. During the March 17th excursion, myself and the other mother distracted each other and
therefore diminished each other’s ENL. In the following example, a particular participant seemed
to diminish Sebastian’s ENL, while did not seem to affect Miguel’s in a negative manner.
May 26
We took a trip up the valley today to the Galena Trail outside of New Denver. This day
the context of family includes myself, S, M, my 85 year old father, and my sister. We
walked the trail with the intention of showing my Dad and sister what I think of as “real
BC”. There was a steep slope beside a part of the trail and my sister and Sebas were very
nervous about anyone being too close to the edge for the entire walk. In fact, for most of
the walk they worried about everyone safety and that seemed to shape their experience.
The funny thing is that on this same walk in the past Sebas has felt somewhat concerned
on the steep section, but completely at ease on the rest of the trail and when he walked
the same trail with a group of friends he did not express any concern for the whole hike
…I wonder if it was my sister’s fear and discomfort that affected Sebas’ response today.
Sebastian in particular seemed to be deeply affected by the social grouping of having his
aunt from the east, who is not a hiker and not used to the mountains, along with him. I wonder if
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Sebastian would have been as affected if it was another child who was nervous on the hike. I
don’t think he would have. It seemed to me that the influence of an adult who was fearful played
upon Sebastian’s own sense of nervousness. It is interesting to note that this same aunt that
seemed to affect Sebastian’s sense of safety was the same person who had helped Miguel with
his lizard traps and provided a positive support in his learning. This example also relates to the
domains of Relationship (adult to child) but I included it in this section because I noticed such a
difference on this hike as compared to the numerous times we have hiked the same trail in the
past with other social groupings.
One-on-one parent-child experiences.
I found that the grouping of just myself with just one of my sons was a key factor in
creating experiences whereby the children were enthusiastically engaged with their surroundings.
I found that time spent in nature, alone with just one of my two children, also created
harmonious bonding times which enriched our relationships. Over the course of my research
period, not every single one-on-one nature experience was a meaningful connection and
experience. However, overall, the vast majority of them were. The one-on-one nature experience
had a strong emotional element as well. I found that these experiences were tranquil and
peaceful. I enjoyed them immensely and my perception is that each of my sons did as well. Also,
I found that it was easier to follow one son’s expressed interests in the moment, since there was
only one person to respond to. In addition, these times tended to be a bit quieter which facilitated
observing what was happening in nature in the moment
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I believe that the fact that I was alone with Sebastian on November 1st, January 12th, and
March 29th contributed to the emergence of ENL for both of us. As well, the times I was able to
focus solely on Miguel such as on September 30th and April 29th helped Miguel connect with
nature in a meaningful way. In addition, the times that my husband Pablo joined us, such as our
March 20th bike ride, changed the dynamic and allowed each of us to give focused attention to
one child which I believe contributed to the emergence of ENL for each of us.
The following examples further demonstrate the importance of the one to one parent child
relationship in nurturing ENL.
Sept. 28
S and I sat by the Little Slocan river today. We had a lovely time throwing cones into the
river…we also saw a water strider and S got excited and tried to catch it. He was really
excited to see it. After we walked away S said how he enjoyed sitting there with me I said
“It’s peaceful” and he said “ya, it is”
This example describes one of the many times during my research period that I spent with
Sebastian by the Little Slocan River while Miguel had his guitar lesson. These times consistently
felt relaxed and sweet. Sebastian responded positively to having my focused attention. I enjoyed
these quiet times with Sebastian and he seemed to consistently express a lot of happiness there
with me, smiling, laughing and giggling a lot. This was a time where I had no stress, no
expectations of what would happen and I think I was quite calm there, which helped the
experiences to unfold with ease.
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Jan 3
Pablo and S came back from a cross country ski by the river. They both told me how
much they loved the ski and how they had, at one point, sat and listened to and watched
the ravens. I could see how happy and content they both were after this ski together.
Pablo told me how great it felt to be doing that with his son, how much he appreciated
the time to bond one on one with Sebas.
I believe that the fact that Sebastian had his father’s sole attention contributed to this being
a positive nature experience which resulted in the emergence of ENL.
April 29
M and I walked up to our special spot on Pine Ridge today. On the way up the mountain
M went slowly, he told me he was examining a branch. He said it was broken higher up
and could have been broken by a human but didn’t remember breaking any branches...He
said “it would have had to be a big bear, - so I am guessing it was a moose or an elk”. A
little later I saw a winged ant “a termite” I said, but M contested this and we discussed
the difference between termites and ants…we kept hiking and a bit later I said it smells
good eh?” and M answered “it smells like home”.
On this November 10th hike with Miguel I was able to listen to his comments and engage
in a discussion with him regarding the difference between ants and termites. Because I had only
Miguel to focus upon I was able to engage in a lengthy focused discussion with him and support
his interest in debating this point. This hike allowed me to follow Miguel’s particular interests
without being distracted by anyone else. It also allowed for a peaceful bonding experience. All of
this, I believe, contributed to the emergence of ENL for both Miguel and myself.
Active Design: Place
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During my research period I varied the locations of the nature experiences. I noticed that
some natural locations seemed to provide more opportunity for engagement and were perceived
as more exciting, special or interesting than others. The Pine Ridge, as noted in the November
10th hike, on our land often provided a positive experience, particularly when we visited what
our family refers to as “our special spot”. I found that spending time beside water sources
seemed to help encourage the emergence of ENL such as on the September 23rd hike beside the
Slocan River, or the March 5th visit to the New Denver beach on Slocan Lake. On the February
14th walk up the Lemon Creek logging road the importance of Place with regards to the
emergence of ENL was particularly apparent to me. The children were much more interested in
playing beside the creek than they were to be on a wide flat logging road. Once we moved off
the road to beside the creek all the children happily occupied themselves and exhibited ENL
whereas when walking on the logging road there was little to no expression of ENL.
The following two examples provide a more detailed description of the difference between
places in terms of inspiring ENL. During the winter ski season, I noticed a marked difference in
our family nature experiences when we went cross country skiing in two different locations.
February 6
Cross country skiing with the kids and Pablo. It’s so beautiful along the tracks by the
river, we skied on one of my favorite spots in the valley… a bald eagle flew close above
M’s head and both boys were so excited to see it up close. We stopped to rest at a bench
by the river and both boys climbed down to play in the clay bank...Sebas made figures out
of the snow and M played with the clay…Pablo called out to draw our attention to
“another big raptor….an immature bald eagle”. We all looked at it for a while when
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another eagle landed nearby and we were able to listen to its call. I remarked how for
such a big bird, its call is so delicate”
February 7
More cross country skiing today. The skiing we did today is something I would more
likely term as “domesticated nature”, although, truthfully we were in quite a wild area.
But the trails are groomed with machines and are very wide. Okay, not domesticated
nature, but less engagement with nature than the skiing by the river, where when we stop
and take off our skis we interact more with the natural surroundings. Skiing like we did
today is more of a passing through experience, where our eyes are on the track ahead.
We didn’t really look at the forest surrounding us.
The first spot where we skied was beside a water source and in an area which had an edge
effect of the forest opening up into meadow. This location seemed to offer more opportunity to
easily observe wildlife. Also, the place where we stopped for a break was in an area where it was
easy to get close to the river, which also created more opportunities for engagement. Both boys
took off their skis at this spot. Miguel climbed down beside the river to play and Sebastian spent
time sliding down the bank, while fondly recalling how we had played in this same spot before
last spring, digging in the exposed clay. The second spot we skied at seemed to focus our
attention more on the skiing itself than the surrounding area. The groomed trails and challenging
skiing terrain created an experience that focused our attention on the tracks ahead of us rather
than on the forest surrounding us. Also, when we stopped to rest, we remained sitting on the
wide groomed trail, because the dense dark forest with deep snow on either side of the track did
not seem to inspire exploration somehow. In these two skiing examples, I believe that while both
locations were in natural areas, the first spot beside the river was more conducive to the
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emergence of ENL. In the first location, both boys took off their skis and played directly with
the surrounding area. As Heerwagen and Orians (2002) state, children are captivated by small
objects which they can manipulate. This seemed evident when Miguel contentedly played by
making snowballs and throwing them into the river. Also, as Sebastian reminded me, the first
location was a spot where we had previously played. Sobel (2002) contends that “to experience a
place deeply is to bond with that place” (p. 152). Sebastian had already spent time happily
playing in that location the previous spring, which seemed to have created a bond strong enough
for him to recall it with fondness. This, in turn, may have contributed positively to this
subsequent experience. Finally, I believe that the difference in how each place affected the
emergence of ENL is due to the degree of interaction with each place. Kellart (2002) describes a
difference in what he terms direct experience with the natural world and indirect experience with
the natural world. He states that direct experiences in nature have a greater influence on
children’s cognitive and affective development than indirect experiences in nature do. In the first
location, both boys played directly with their surroundings. In the second location, we indirectly
experienced the surrounding forest by looking at it from the trail.
Relationship
During my research period, I noticed that the factor of Relationship seemed to affect how
each person responded to the various nature experiences. In particular, my relationships with
each of my sons affected the nature experiences in varying ways, as did the established
relationship between my two sons. Also, I noticed that the relationships among participants in the
multi-family nature experiences seemed to affect each of my son’s, as well as my, ENL. In the
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following sections I will discuss the overlap between the factor of Relationship and the three
factors of Leadership, Participants and Place as summarized in Figure 4.

Figure 4

Aspects of the Relationship factor as relevant within the factors of
Participants, Leadership, and Place.

Relationship of Leader to Participant:
The following examples depict aspects of my relationships with my sons and how I
believe they related to our nature experiences and ENL.
Sept. 11
“Today the boys had a snail race in our front yard. S mentioned that “the only difference
between snails and slugs is that snails have shells.’ S names his racing snail Spots and M
tells us that they are Woodland snails. When one of the racing snails isn’t moving M says
it is because they are shitting. Eventually, only Spots the snail is moving and S says that
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“Spots is the only brave, good snail. Snails never say anything – how do they
communicate in snail? Maybe the movement of their eyes’. “Yes, could be” I answer.
On this day, I did not question either of the boys observations or ideas for different reasons.
I didn’t question Miguel about the identification of the snails or what he thinks they are doing
because I believed him to be correct. If I did not agree with Miguel’s ideas, I would tell him so.
In contrast to this, I did not question Sebastian when he said what the difference between snails
and slugs were or when he theorized on how snails communicate. This is because I wanted to
encourage Sebastian to say what his ideas and theories are. I know that Sebastian is very
sensitive and could easily get discouraged if I question his ideas, which he offers much less often
then Miguel does. In this situation, I felt happy that Sebastian was making these observations and
I felt it supported his nature learning more if expressed agreement than if I countered with my
own ideas.
Similarly, the following excerpt is an example of my approach to supporting Sebastian in
his nature learning.
Oct 15
S was so excited yesterday to see another gray jay at our house, landing on our roof. He
called out “Look, a gray jay is here, I wonder what they are doing up on our roof?” “I
wonder”, I answered. Also, later in the day S excitedly shouted that he saw a turkey
vulture, he said he saw white on its wings and saw a bald head. I didn’t question his
identification, and just expressed excitement for his discovery.
In both of these exchanges with Sebastian I did not offer my own biological theory or bird
identification. I felt it more helpful for me to express enthusiasm for his question and ideas than
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to try and give him information which I think is correct. I believe that a supportive rather than
questioning exchange with Sebastian is more likely to result in the emergence of ENL for him.
Jan 12
S and I went for a walk to the creek and saw a little bird. “It’s a winter wren” I told him
but he didn’t seem to care what its name is. “It’s cute” I then said and S smiled and
agreed “ya, it is cute”. We kept walking and then saw some rabbit tracks…”I told him,
look, a rabbit” and then he really liked it when I said how cute the rabbit must be and
made rabbit faces and hopped like a rabbit. S loved this and hopped with me….we saw
ice and S spent a long time trying to break it apart. Then we jumped around and stomped
and I did a silly dance. S laughed so hard at this.
This entry illustrates another aspect of my relationship with Sebastian in which we act silly
and enjoy light-hearted playfulness. This connection we share helped us to enjoy our time in
nature together and helped nurture the emergence of ENL.
There are aspects of my relationship with Miguel that affect how we spend time in nature
together. Miguel and I enjoy engaging in discussions together and, at times, debating biological
theories as our walk beside the river on September 30th clearly illustrates. The time Miguel and I
spend in nature together is a mixture of exchanging ideas, offering theories, debating points and
making observations such as the January 24th, April 29th, and October 8th (described in the
upcoming Layered section) hikes describe. We have shared interest in how we connect with the
natural world and both enjoy challenging each other’s ideas at times. Spending time exploring
nature together is a strong part of our relationship which contributes in a positive feedback loop
creating more opportunities for ENL to emerge.
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Relationships between Participants
I believe that the previously established relationships between my two sons, at times,
contributed to their respective nature experiences. As I noted in the September 7th nature
experience, their relationship may have inhibited the emergence of ENL for Sebastian. That day
was not the only time I have wondered if Sebastian’s enthusiasm was diminished because of
feeling disempowered around his older, verbally dominant brother. On the April 25th hike, it was
Miguel who was negatively affected when he and Sebastian argued throughout the excursion,
Miguel became extremely upset and his enthusiasm was noticeably diminished because of it.
Alternatively, I noticed that Sebastian seemed to always enjoy the nature experiences when
his good friends joined us, which is a key attribute of ENL. The March 12th, March 25th, April
25th, and May 9th were all days that other families joined us and in each case Sebastian enjoyed
himself immensely. It seemed to me that the addition of his friends consistently seemed to
increase the emergence of ENL for Sebastian. :
It seemed to vary whether having friends with us contributed the emergence of ENL for
Miguel. On the November 4th hike, having Miguel’s friend with us, a boy whom he considered
to be one of his best friends, seemed to contribute to the emergence of ENL for Miguel.
However, it did not seem to me that having friends with us always contributed to the emergence
of ENL for Miguel. On the May 9th exploration of the Pit House location Miguel clearly
expressed his lack of interest in the experience, despite the fact that a group of friends were with
us. Also, the March 21st outing to the Owl Walk Park, a park dedicated to education on Western
Screech Owls (described in further detail in the upcoming Layered section) was a time where
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Miguel said that the presence of the other children actually detracted from the experience for
him. Miguel told me that he would have preferred going to the Owl Walk Park on our own so
that he could read all of the interpretive signs without any distractions. I believe that it was not
just the presence of the other participants that detracted from the experience for Miguel, but
rather his ongoing relationships with them. The boy who accompanied us on the geocache hike is
Miguel’s age and is someone who shared his interest in making observations. On the other two
hikes, the children are all friends with Miguel but are also all younger than him. I wonder if it is
their age difference causes Miguel to be less inspired by their presence, despite how much he
likes them all.
Relationship of Participants to Place
During my research period, I noted many examples of nature experiences that occurred
right in our front yard. Our home is on a shared 84 acre parcel of forested land on the mountain
side of the Slocan Valley. My sons had many encounters where they felt much excitement over
the animals they saw around our home. I think that having these encounters right at our home
creates a dual sense that the land we live on is both exciting and normal. Perhaps my sons will
carry the feeling that their childhood rural mountain home was both exciting and familiar.
November 24
A little red-breasted nuthatch has been flying up to our house today. I mentioned what
kind of bird it is and M said it is the same bird that flew quite close to him the other day.
Both boys were excited to see it and were curious about why it keeps coming back to our
house.
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November 29
M and S just reminded me of what happened the other day when they were outside,
walking up our driveway. A huge buck jumped out of the bushes in front of M and then
ran past S on the road before running into the forest. They told me it was really big, with
four or five points. They were both extremely excited to see it because it was so big and
so close to them.
In addition to their close relationship with the wildlife and flora living near our home, my
sons have a few special places that they feel particularly connected to. A place we call the Pine
Ridge is a location on our land, up the mountain from our home. Our family has one particular
spot which we refer to as “our spot”, where we often sit beside an old growth Ponderosa Pine
tree. Because of our particular fondness for the Pine Ridge, it is a location that has contributed to
my sons’ ENL on numerous occasions, as is illustrated in the November 21st journal entry. In
addition to the Pine Ridge, our family often visits a particular location along the Slocan River.
We feel a special connection to a spot where ancient Sinix’t pit houses remains are found, and
where the acoustics create a clear resounding echo effect. As with the Pine Ridge, this particular
location has contributed to my sons’ ENL on many occasions, as illustrated in the March 20th
journal entry. Finally, there is a location along the Little Slocan river where Sebastian and I visit
regularly, waiting for Miguel to complete his guitar lesson. This particular spot, which we call
‘our special spot’, provides gorgeous scenery and a bubbling river which has inspired many
games. It has contributed to the emergence of Sebastian’s ENL every time we have visited it, as
illustrated in the March 28th journal entry.
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Modality
Finally, I would like to discuss one more factor that I noticed as significant during my
research process. I noticed that each of my sons, and myself, seem to have a particular manner of
interacting with the natural world. I term this propensity for a particular manner of interaction as
the Modality of nature learning. Having different Modalities of nature learning meant that ENL
emerged differently for each of us.
Becoming aware of the fact that different people have different Modalities for nature
learning was a key finding for me during my research process. This is something that I reflected
upon many times throughout the year as is evident in the section Findings: The Story Unfolds.
During my research process, I realized that I had a bias in what I valued in how people interact
with nature. My bias inhibited my acceptance of the variance in people’s Modality of nature
learning. One of the biggest areas of growth that I experienced during my research was
recognizing my bias and coming to accept and appreciate Sebastian’s specific Modality of nature
learning, which differs from my own. In the following sections I will discuss the overlap
between the factor of Modality and the three factors of Leadership, Participants and Place as
summarized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Aspects of the Modality factor as relevant within the factors of
Participants, Leadership, and Place.
Leader Modality
My Modality of nature learning is one that focuses upon biological identification. In
particular, during a nature experience I tend to focus upon noticing and identifying bird species.
November 10
I heard the call of what could have been the Pileated Woodpecker or the Flicker. I
followed the call and heard more chatter sounds that I think means Pileated. I was
excited to hear it and was hoping to see it.
Jan 12
S and I saw a little bird. “A winter wren” I told him. He didn’t seem to care what its
name is.
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February 3
S and M and I went for a walk on our road, which has forest on either side of it…at one
point I heard what I thought was a group of golden crowned kinglets. I asked the boys to
listen.
Through my research process of engaging in and reflecting upon the nature experiences I
came to recognize my own Modality for nature learning. I needed to realize that my way of
interacting was just one of many ways in order for me to accept other Modalities of nature
learning as valid. By recognizing other Modalities as equally valid, I was eventually able to
understand and accept Sebastian’s Modality of nature learning. The November 1st, December
29th, December 31st, February 3rd, and May 8th reflections are all evidence of this progression
in my thinking and understanding. I did not experience a progression in acceptance of Miguel’s
Modality of nature learning since I did not ever question it or fail to regard it as valid. Once I
recognized my bias and expanded thinking to include different Modalities, I was better able to
respond to both of my children and work to facilitate experiences that would nurture the
emergence of ENL.
Participant Modalities
Sebastian’s Modality of nature learning is largely oriented towards physical play as I noted
in the September 20th, October 13th, and November 18th , March 5th , and March 17th , and
March 20th reflections. The following example illustrates Sebastian’s eagerness for play in
nature as well as my bias towards how I responded to that.
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November 20
Sebastian and I played hide and seek today in the forest surrounding our yard. S got very
excited at one point because where he was hiding a small bird landed right beside him. I
asked him what it looked like and he said “small, brown and cute” “maybe a winter
wren” I answered, but he wasn’t’ interested in identifying it, he just wanted to keep
playing the game.
As noted I in the September 21st, February 3rd, and March 29th, April 25th, and May 8th
reflections, imaginary play is another major aspect of Sebastian’s Modality of nature learning.
The following examples demonstrates in more detail this aspect of Sebastian’s Modality.
March 28
Sebas and I went down to the Little Slocan River today. We played by the river doing our
game of tossing in sticks and watching how far and fast they travel down the river...after
a while S switched to throwing in leaves, saying that Pixies were riding the leaves . Then
he chased down the river bank after them to “rescue” the Pixies when the leaves went
into fast water. He played for a while and then said to me “I love this game, I want to
come here every day”. I asked him if he knew which tree the leaf came from and he
pointed, correctly, to a cottonwood tree. I mentioned how this is the same tree that the
Screech Owl lives in but he wasn’t very interested in that…S looked up at the mountains
across the river and said to me, “what if a giant climbed over the mountain” then
proceeded to tell a story about a giant walking over to us… We both really enjoyed
ourselves and were reluctant to leave when it was time to go pick up M ...Natural areas
seem to provide an opportunity for S’s imagination rather than scientific observation. He
seems to see nature as a place of magic.
I think that it is important to note that Sebastian and I had this nature experience after
months of me journaling about our time in nature together. During this experience, I still tried to
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insert some discussion regarding tree identification and Screech Owl habitat. Sebastian did
observe the leaf and identify cottonwood tree correctly although he did not seem to care too
much about what its name was. Most of that experience we played games and I supported
Sebastian’s imaginary play. It took me some time, but thankfully I did manage to notice my
reactions and bias and to respond to Sebastian in a manner that supported his enthusiastic nature
learning by accepting his preferred style of engagement.
Miguel’s Modality of nature learning is oriented toward detailed observation, biological
identification and the discussion of biological theories as can be noted in the September 14th,
September 23rd, September 30th, October 15th, November 18th, December 29th, March 17th
and April 15th reflections. The following examples further illustrate Miguel’s Modality.
December 31
Out in the snow. M was quiet after a sledding run and I asked him what he was doing. He
said he was looking at the top layer of the snow, which is fluffy, looking at the
snowflakes. He remarked “each one is unique, unlike any other and when I breathe on it
they melt, never to be seen again”. ..He lay on the snow studying them for a really long
time, I joined him at first, but got distracted by bird calls and walked away.
Miguel is very detail oriented and can maintain a focus on observation for quite a long
time, longer than I can.
Jan 10
I saw a Pileated woodpecker in the forest near our house, and I called out to M to look at
it. M saw it fly away. He noticed how the woodpecker pulls its wings in to glide. He said
“it looks like a missile or bullet when it has its wings pulled in. Bigger birds glide with
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their wings outstretched, but woodpeckers and smaller bids pull their wings in to be more
aerodynamic”.
Jan 26
I heard a raven in the forest beside our house today. I told M and we both watched it for
a while. I was confused because it was calling out loudly for a really long time and I
couldn’t understand why. M said he thought it was defending its territory. I got excited
and agreed….it eventually flew to another tree, scaring another raven out of it. M got
super animated waving his hands around telling me “you see its defending its territory
from another raven.
Creating theories is a typical behaviour of Miguel’s. He seems to have great enthusiasm for
creating explanations for what he is observing in the natural world.
While I have included examples of what I consider to be each of my son’s typical
Modality, I also noticed instances where they each clearly displayed a different Modality.
February 23
M and I went for a hike today. Before we left I framed the outing as “us needing
exercise”. I gave him a few options for where to go exercise. He chose for us to hike up
the mountain behind our house. Then M told me “what really motivates me to go outside
is my imagination. That’s what gets me out there, so do you want to play Vikings,
Caveman, Adventurers or Cowboys? I said how about early 1900 adventurers, the first
Europeans to come here. I have to acknowledge that while I had wanted M and I to have
a nature experience, I also wanted us to exercise. The hike up the mountain provided an
opportunity for both. But I felt resistance to having to pretend and act and play a part.
However, I remembered how the pretending keeps me present and engaged so I got into
my part and we hiked up the mountain looking for the tree where we “mine crystals. M
found a rock he said was a geode. He managed to smash it and said since it wasn’t a
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geode he wants to make a big fire to heat rocks like magma does, enough to create a hard
rock on the outside and a core of crystal inside...we hiked on, still in our story and M said
he was “shooting a cougar with a pop-gun, to scare it into a trap to take it away…along
the road we both noticed a strange squeaking sound coming from the forest. M looked
and called out that it was a Stellar Jay. We stood and listened to it make all kinds of
crazy sounds, M said like R2D2, or a goose or duck. , I said it sounds like a car starting
on a cold winter morning. .we watched it for a long time and M said he thought it was
making calls to attract a mate…I found that at first the pretend game was hard for me to
get excited about, but once I accepted and agreed to it, It made the outing enjoyable for
both of us.
During this hike Miguel was very clear in communicating that his imagination was what
was motivating him to go on that hike. Interestingly, Miguel mixed his imaginative play with his
typical creating explanations for what he observes. He seemed to flow back and forth between
these differing Modalities and I supported that by responding to both.
March 29
Today S and I went along to the Slocan River at the Nature Park. ..At first S wanted to
leave because other people were by the beach, but I convinced him to stay and he went
over to where a huge log sticks out from the shoreline above the water. S started walking
and balancing on the log and then jumping to shore. S asked me to join him and I did. He
said it was lava he had to jump across, so we jumped across the lava many
times…eventually S started looking in the water “for leeches”…he saw what he thought
was a leech but realized it was some sort of millipede, which he wanted to rescue and put
on the shore...then S started to notice lots of other animals. He identified a caddisfly and
found a worm he wanted to “save”.
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Sebastian initially interacted with his typical behaviour. However, similar to Miguel, he
also displayed a different Modality as his movement and play transformed into concentrated
observation. It appeared to me that each of my sons has a primary modality, one that they spend
more time in, but that does not mean that this is exclusive of other ways of being.
The Factors Layered Together
As I noted in the beginning of Section 2, all of the nature experiences I journaled about
during my research period were both unique and complex. Also, as I noted before, my model of
the factors that contribute to the emergence of ENL is a simplification of these complex
experiences. In the proceeding section, I have provided examples that illustrate each of the
factors separately. However, I also need to discuss my model as a demonstration of how these
experiences relate to multiple factors. I found that for these examples I could not separate the
experience to demonstrate just one factor. Thus, I have presented and discussed them as they
each relate to multiple factors. In the following section, I will discuss the overlap between the
factors of Active Design, Relationship, and Modality as relevant to the three factors of
Leadership, Participants and Place, as summarized in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Aspects of Active design, Relationship, and Modality factors as relevant
within the factors of Participants, Leadership, and Place.
Oct. 8
My B-day and I did the one thing I love best, spent time in nature with my family (in this
case M as S was in school and P at work). We went for a walk on one of my favourite
parts of the Rails to Trails beside the river and had a beautiful time. Because it’s my bday M consented to walking on this trail, which he normally resists because he says it’s
too flat. We saw and heard bald eagles and were really excited when one flew low over
our heads. M picked elderberries to make tea and we both picked snowberries to treat
warts. M picked up a brown and black caterpillar and we continued our debate on what
the width of the stripe means. M found a cricket and told me it’s a field cricket and that
you find them in the valley and the other kind we have is a cave cricket up on the
mountain near our home. While we were walking and holding hands M closed his eyes
and walked. I asked him what it was like to walk with his eyes closed and he said all his
other senses “woke up”. He told me that he felt the softness under his feet, heard the
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leaves falling, so we took turns walking with our eyes closed, holding hands and telling
each other what we were feeling an sensing…sunlight, gravel, softness underfoot, cars,
leaves, wind, sweet smells…
Both Miguel and I truly enjoyed this experience and I believe it provides an example for
how a multitude of factors may have contributed to our ENL. The relationship between myself
and Miguel contributed to this experience. Miguel’s intention on this hike was to support my
birthday wish to hike in this particular spot. He entered the hike with a positive attitude,
determined for me to enjoy myself. I was happy to be on this hike and this had a positive effect
on Miguel’s mood. We affected each other in a positive manner. The effect of modality is also
evident as both Miguel and I share an interest in identifying medicinal and edible plants. Also,
we both expressed excitement over seeing the eagles and curiosity for what we observed. We
both also enjoy engaging in a dialogue, debating the significance of the stripe on the caterpillar.
For these, and probably more reasons, ENL emerged for both of us.
November 21
I asked the boys if they wanted to hike up the Pine Ridge to “our look-out spot”. They
said yes and we headed out…At first both boys were arguing about whether to go up the
Pine ridge or up the road. I got annoyed and in frustration just stared hiking up to the
Pine ridge. When we reached the top I asked if we could sit in silence for a bit. While we
sat in silence M took some long green lichen and put it on his face like a mustache and
beard and then said “Mom, I haven’t seen you in a while, do I look different?” Sebas
made me an ornament type construction by tying pine needles together with hemlock
twigs and said the he had “whispered love and good things into them” and then gave it to
me and said “I made this with love”. M noticed some big woodpecker holes in an old
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ponderosa pine tree and commented on the pattern of the holes…We then heard a person
down below us on the road so we snuck down the mountain in “spy mode”.
I can identify a few different factors that contributed this nature experience which I recall
with fondness. This experience began with my leading through initiating going for a hike. I also
made the decision to hike up the mountain, rather than let my son’s argue about where to go. In
addition, I led the silent meditation and made the suggestion to sneak down the mountain in “spy
mode”. I think that because my sons were arguing, I took a stronger facilitation role in this hike
and guided the activities more than usual. My son’s arguing relates to the importance of
Relationship. If I had not taken a stronger leadership role, their disharmony could have
dominated the hike. Similarly, the importance of relationship is evident in how my son’s
responded to my frustration when I hiked up the mountain. They followed me without resistance.
Also, Sebastian’s needle and twig construction gift is an expression our loving relationship. The
spot we went to on the Pine Ridge is a part of the communal piece of property we live on. This
spot is an example of Relation to Place as it is a spot that our family often visits. We call it our
family’s “special spot”.
January 29
Today I asked another family if they wanted to join myself and my kids at Slocan Lake. I
was thinking that the kids would enjoy playing on the shore. When we arrived S
immediately went down to the beach and stared climbing on the big boulders that were
there. He told me “I love this kind of place, I’m built for this kind of place. I wish I could
live in this kind of place if it was higher up in the mountains, I’d love to live there” S was
especially excited to find “caves” to climb into. Our friends arrived and the children all
started examining rocks, picking up the ones they liked. M said some were quartz, some
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shale and others limestone. G said some were ‘soap stone’ and then M began scraping
words in the ‘soap stone’. M explained to the other mom R how quartz comes from
volcanoes and that these mountains were formed by volcanoes. R listened to M
attentively. At one point R drew our attention to “those ducks” swimming farther out on
the lake. “Its Canadian geese” said M and we all discussed if it was a mom with babies
or teenagers. Eventually all four kids went further down the beach and found driftwood
they wanted to make into a boat. They all worked together for a long time to make a boat
with a rudder and mast. When they eventually finished they had a big discussion about
whether someone should take it home or whether to launch it into the lake. They ended up
launching it and stood for a while watching it float away on the lake.
This multi-family nature outing is an example of how enthusiastic nature learning can arise
from what the participants notice in the moment. Sebastian was drawn to climbing on the big
boulders, which is an example of his modality – an orientation towards a physical engagement
with nature. Miguel engaged his inclination to identify and discuss a biological theory. All of the
children spent a long time focused on creating something from the materials they found on the
beach. The leadership in this nature outing was more of a support role. I and the other mom let
the children’s interests guide the experience. My leadership role mostly pertained to initiating the
activity, choosing the location, and inviting the other family. I think that this experience also
shows the importance of the relationships between participants. All four of these children worked
harmoniously together, collaborating on building the boat. I noticed that all the children were
enthusiastically engaged and appeared to enjoy themselves greatly.
Jan 10
`My family just went cross country skiing to look at the swans on the river. My sister was
visiting and joined us. As well, Pablo was with us. We didn’t really present the ski an as
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optional activity for the kids, we just told them that this is what we are doing. What a
great day. We all truly enjoyed ourselves. We saw around seventy swans and discussed
whether they were Trumpeter or Tundra. One swan swam to the side of the river, very
close to us, and we all enjoyed watching it tip over and feed. We discussed what we each
thought they eat and I then read aloud an educational display that told us they eat plant
roots M told me later that he has silently been calling to the swans to swim closer to us
and then that one did.
This family nature outing resulted in our entire family enjoying learning about the swans. I
can identify some factors that, in this case, helped create that enthusiastic learning. How we
presented this activity seemed to help shape the outing. Sometimes, in the winter, our children
express resistance to going cross country skiing. We did not offer them a choice in participating,
but just framed it as an activity that we assumed they would be partaking in. They did not have
an opportunity to try and refuse to go. The fact that we were skiing to the swans, made the outing
more compelling, as the children were excited to see them and it created a clear destination for
the ski. Relationships also contributed to the positive outcome of this nature outing. The social
aspect of having my sister, whom we all adore, along with Pablo, whom we often miss when he
is working, made for a special feeling for this excursion. Dialogue also added to the nature
learning as we took the time to discuss each person’s ideas about what the swans feed upon. This
particular spot provides opportunity for learning because of the presence of the migratory swans
as well as the educational display boards that provide information.
The following example is difficult for me to write about, because it illustrates a time that I
behaved poorly as a parent. I include it in this section because it demonstrates some factors that I
believe contributed to a lack of enthusiastic nature learning.
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February 24
S and I just took a path through the forest to get to our house from our road. He was
excitedly talking about lightsabers versus a wand versus The Force and asked me “which
would you choose. I just wasn’t in the space to talk about that stuff. I felt frustrated that
he wasn’t showing much interest in the forest- the plants. Even though just before this he
said “I forgot how beautiful the forest is”...anyway, I was frustrated. I answered his
question and then he asked me whether I would like a lightsaber. I kind of snapped at him
“I don’t like or want lightsabers”... and then it all when down- hill from there. S became
upset and I continued to be frustrated…it ended in S saying “I don’t like forests”,
perhaps just to upset me…
Not only was this not an example of enthusiastic nature learning, I have to wonder if it
created some negative association with the forest for Sebastian. This whole experience makes me
very sad and, quite frankly, ashamed. In this outing I think that the fact that we were only taking
a short walk through the forest as “a short cut home” framed the nature experience. The
experience was presented as just a shorter pathway home, not as an opportunity for, for instance,
adventure or excitement. Also, I think that my hope or expectation that this would provide a
means of nature engagement or learning is what created my frustration. My emotional state of
frustration then dominated the experience and resulted in Sebastian becoming upset and
eventually declaring that he doesn’t like forests. I believe he said this as a reaction to me, since
he knows my love of the forests. Perhaps, though, he said this due to a negative association with
the forest and my frustration. Either way, whether his declaration was due to relational or
emotional influences, it resulted in definite lack of enthusiastic nature learning.
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The following example was the time a bigger group joined us on a multi-family nature
experience.
March 21
Today four families went with us to the “Owl Walk” park outside of Slocan City. This is a
spot that the Slocan Village protected for its Western Screech owl habitat. It has a series
of interpretive signs along a trail in a forest beside the Slocan River. There were eleven
children age’s five to eleven and five mothers on the walk. We had to walk along the Rail
Trail to get to the park and while walking I mentioned to the other mothers how I am
researching family nature experiences and that I was going to let the signage and the
location of the outing to set the context of this experience. I encouraged them to resist
spending all their time chatting among themselves, but to instead engage the children and
stay present with our surroundings. When we arrived at the park we walked as a group
along the trail and the children took turns reading the interpretive signs. I facilitated by
helping to explain some of the vocabulary and ask them questions to keep them engaged.
Once we arrived beside the river I asked the children if they wanted to play a game. I
explained an owl and mice predator-prey game to them. After we played for a while, one
of the children suggested another predator prey game that involved more chasing
through the forest, so I helped facilitate this by setting boundaries and participating to
ensure everyone’s safety. Meanwhile the other mothers sat beside the river chatting with
each other. One mom did intercede a few times to make some suggestions for the games,
but other than that the mothers did not engage the children, but rather watched as I
facilitated. I felt some frustration that I was the only mother engaging with the children.
The children played predator prey for quite a while until the mothers said it was time to
leave. As far as I observed all the children listened attentively to the information given on
the signage, but had the most expressed enthusiasm when playing the predator prey
game. The mothers all later thanked me for the outing and told me that their children had
a great time. When I talked with my children afterwards S said he had a great time
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playing with the other kids playing the predator prey game and running through the
forest. I then asked him if he learned anything about owls. He answered that he learned
that “the owls like the non-leaves trees that we talked about” (we discussed how they live
in deciduous trees). When I asked M if he enjoyed himself he said that he didn’t because
‘the other kids were a distraction, I wanted to read the signs more”.
I presented this nature experience as an afternoon exploring the Owl Walk Park. My
intention was to experiment with facilitating a nature experience in a location that provides
specific natural history information through its interpretive signs. Also, the significance of Place
affected my decision to choose this specific spot. The Owl walk park is beside the river, contains
trails through a forest and has an opening beside the river. Before bringing the group to this
location I had visited this park and thought that it provided a varied and appealing location for
people to engage with nature. I did notice the children expressing enthusiasm for the signs at
first, until their focus shifted to the river. Also, they did explore all of the park area and seemed
quite engaged with their surroundings.
This multi-family experience also illustrates some of the Participant to Participant effects.
The large group seemed to create both positive and negative effects on the enthusiastic nature
learning for my family. For Sebastian the large group was positive. He expressed a lot of
excitement and joy throughout the entire outing and particularly glowed when playing predatorprey in the forest. I must add that the relationships he has with two of the participants also added
to his enjoyment as both of the boys he considers to be his best friends were there. For Miguel,
the bigger group “distracted” him. . He expressed a lot of enthusiasm for reading the signs and
learning all the details of the information provided but felt that the other children moved too
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quickly through the signs. Also, he did not seem to enjoy the predator-prey game in the forest as
much as the other children did. He argued with a couple of the children over the rules of the
game and also hurt himself while running in the forest. At the end of the day, he told me that he
did not really like this outing very much.
This family nature experience also demonstrates the effect of emotion as I did not enjoy all
of my time, due to feelings of frustration with the other mother’s lack of involvement. I felt that
they preferred to chat about topics unrelated to our surroundings combined with watching me
facilitate. At the time, I was bothered by this. Now, when reflecting upon the outing I find it
important to note the effect that a group of mother’s can have on each other. They seemed to
enjoy talking with each other rather than being present with their children and their natural
surroundings. I wonder how much they noticed their surroundings when chatting with each
other. While I felt that the chatting was a distraction for me, they most likely, enjoyed
themselves more because of it.
April 4
We made a plan to meet up with two other families at the Slocan Pools, a forested area
beside the Kootenay River. It was three moms, and six kids. As we started the hike, the
four boys wanted to bring their lightsabers with them, but I told them to leave them in the
cars. As we hiked along the trail and entered into the thicker forest one of the girls told
her mom that she had seen something “bigger than a cat” running through the forest…I
asked her some questions about what it looked like and then the moms decided to walk off
the trail into the forest to look for it...I noticed rattlesnake plantain and showed some of
the group then when M saw what I was doing said “I already know about rattlesnake
plantain” and showed the others how to peel it apart to make a Band-Aid. We spent time
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looking for and discussing different animals...a branch fell and we discussed whether an
animal caused it….M was super engaged discussing with the two girls who were totally
engaged. S was somewhat engaged in this part, he was still quite focused on the other
kids...we went back to the trail and the exploration continued. M and the two girls
noticed and commented on many things…M stopped to look at a huge worm and
pretended he was going to eat it…S saw that and joined in…S and the other two boys
were running along the trail and enjoyed kicking apart rotting logs. M became upset
when he saw this saying that salamanders live under them….I suggested that the boys
look under the logs first and if no animals were there then they could kick it apart…more
hiking…M spots what he calls the “blister tree” , I guess it’s a young grand fir and he
shows how he learned from another friend that you can pop the blisters and a pungent
sap comes out…we all spent a long popping blisters...One of the moms excitedly directed
everyone’s attention to some marks on a tree…she asked if anyone knew what they
were…they made different guesses and then I told them they were marks from a bear
scratching. The kids were so excited to see the bear marks...on the walk out we split into
two groups, one mom went with S and the other two boys...she told me she just listened to
them as they discussed Star Wars the whole time. The other group of myself, the other
mom, M and the two girls continued to make observations…we kept exploring together,
noticing things like some big shelf fungus, the remains of old pit houses…
I can recognize different factors that contributed the emergence of ENL for myself and, I
believe, for all of the participants on this hike. I led the hike by initiating the hike and choosing
the spot. I also made a leadership decision by telling the children that they were not allowed to
bring their lightsabers on the hike. I made that decision because I wanted the boys to focus on the
forest surrounding them rather than on swinging and fighting with their lightsabers. The other
moms and I also led the hike by facilitating questioning, such during the search for the animal,
and with the bear marks. I think that the fact that all three of us moms on this hike did not engage
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in a side conversation, but rather we were mindful of our surroundings and present with the
children made a big difference on this hike. It allowed us to build upon the children’s expressed
interests, as well as bring our own curiosity and observations into the conversation.
During this hike, there was much evidence of what I term the dance of emergence, as we
took all took turns leading and following each other. One person noticed something, like the
animal, the blister tree, the bear marks and the rest of us followed those observations. Also, the
importance of Place is also evident on this hike as I believe that the access to old growth forest,
along a path that follows a waterway provided a rich and varied ecosystem for us to explore. The
hike was an interplay of all of the participants communicating what we noticed in our
environment.
Relationships also were a factor in contributing to the emergence of ENL. The two families
we hiked with are old friends, whereby all three of us moms are relaxed with each other and do
not feel the need to fill quiet spaces with chit chat. This allowed us to be more engaged with our
surroundings I believe. Also, both Relationship and Modality were evident in the children’s
experiences. Miguel was able to connect with the two girls who have similar interests in
observing and identifying the plants and animal sign. At the same time, Sebastian was able to
connect with the two boys who have a similar manner of interacting physically with their
environment as they did by kicking apart rotten logs and running along the paths together. It is
interesting to me to note the difference in how I and one of the moms perceived the fact that
Sebastian and one of the boys spent time on the walk back solely discussing Star Wars. The other
mom communicated to me that she believed that the boys Star Wars conversation was a valid
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way for them to interact with the natural world. That nature was providing a space for them to
have this conversation. I did not agree with her perspective as I saw this conversation distracting
them from their natural surroundings. However, I am still pondering this point, and concede that
I may shift my thinking in the future.
Some Conclusions
Summary
I began my thesis process proposing to study the topic of emergent nature learning. While I
initially held the perception that emergent nature learning was a concept that I clearly
understood, in reality I was not clear about what this term truly meant, nor exactly how to
facilitate it. Therefore, I spent my research period recording and reflecting upon the nature
experiences I shared with my children, and after multiple rounds of coding I was able to create a
theory describing my understanding. I created a term called enthusiastic nature learning (ENL) as
a measure of whether my children both enjoyed the nature experiences and either (1) took notice
of the non-human life surrounding them, (2) made biological observations, (3) engaged in
discussions regarding the natural surroundings, (4) used their natural surroundings in play, (5) or
expressed interest in returning to the natural location. I noticed that variability among the three
broad factors of Leadership, Participants and Place seemed to affect how ENL emerged. In
addition to these three factors, I noticed that the process of the explicit design of the experiences,
which I called Active Design, the Relationships among participants, inclusive of the relationship
with the facilitator, and the Modality of learning of each participants all seemed to affect the
emergence of ENL.
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Revisiting the Literature
My study was motivated by a desire to explore a non-traditional approach to environmental
education. While I situated this study within the family context, a non-formal learning
environment, I believe that it has relevance in terms of educational theory. The manner by which
I led the nature experiences followed Holt’s (1989) advice of teaching less and more following.
In fact, with the exception of one of the multi-family nature experiences, I do not think that I did
any direct teaching per se, but rather mainly engaged with the children in a co-learning, coexploration process. While Freire (1970) strongly argues against the “banking method” (p. 72) of
trying to fill people (students) with information, I did occasionally provide some natural history
facts to the children, when they seemed relevant to the experience. At times, mostly with Miguel,
presenting those facts seemed to contribute to ENL. Other times, mostly with Sebastian,
providing facts and information did not contribute to the emergence of ENL. Also, in natural
settings, there are so many opportunities to explore what presents itself in the moment that as
parents or educators I believe that there is no need to bring in pre-conceived ideas of what the
children should be learning. But parents do need to bring is an awareness of the need to
capitalize on what is discovered. I found that ENL flowed easily when we responded to the
natural world through an interplay of my stepping forward to share observations or initiate
activities combined with stepping back to follow my children’s’ lead. This is what I described as
the dance of emergence.
Piaget (Robson, 2006) argues that child-initiated activities and open ended self-discovery
are the best approaches to education. He also puts forth his opinion that the adult role in
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education should be one of a facilitator rather than instructor. I agree with this orientation of the
adult role, and I believe that through thoughtful facilitation the adult can create a learning
environment that supports child-initiated activities. However, in order to do that I do think that
the adult cannot merely sit back and watch the children, but rather needs to be actively engaged
in the learning process and be willing to step forward at times to gently lead parts of the
experience.
Weston (2004) has argued that rather than focusing upon environmental education,
environmentally conscious people need to work to create a cultural transformation “to keep our
lives persistently and openly embedded in the more-than-human [natural world]” (p. 45). I agree
with Weston that it is gravely important that Western culture shifts to one that recognizes and
respects our dependence on the rest of nature in order for us to attain long-term sustainability.
However, I disagree with Weston (2004) by asserting that environmental education can play a
role in the transformation he advocates for. By applying non-traditional educational methods we
can support children to connect with the natural world in whichever way is most meaningful for
them. I found that in order to do just that, I needed to let go of my own biases and recognize that
people are unique and each has his/her own way of interacting and connecting with the natural
world.
Gray (2013) argues that children learn naturally through self -directed play and
exploration. It seems to me that Gray’s position does not leave room for an adult mentor to
participate in the children’s natural learning. During my study, I found that it was important to
allow the children to take a leading role in the nature experiences. However, I did find that by
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inserting myself into the process and at times gently leading in various ways I was able to
contribute to my sons’ enthusiasm for nature learning. I found that the parent has a significant
role to play in the experiences. In addition to Gray, Gill’s (2014) meta-literature review provides
a compelling case for the importance of child-directed play. Gill (2014) states that “practitioners
and policy makers need to focus not only on structured educational interventions, but also on
initiatives that allow for more open-ended, child-directed and playful experiences in natural
environments” (p. 19). I do not believe that my findings are in opposition to Gill’s. The nature
experiences that I facilitated, provided ample opportunity for child-directed and playful
experiences. However, as I mentioned previously, this was in conjunction with my participation
as the Leader of the experience. .
When I first I read the work of John Dewey (1938) I interpreted it at a more superficial
level than how I interpret it now, having completed my data analysis. I initially interpreted
Dewey’s writing in Experience and Education to merely state the importance of experiential
education. Upon further reading I noted that Dewey (1938) contends that not all experiences are
educative. Dewey argues that progressive education needs to be more than a reaction to
traditional education. He contends that when the external authority of a traditional teacher is
rejected then “it does not follow that all authority should be rejected” (p. 7). He argues that just
because in traditional education the mature person (teacher) imposes knowledge and rules upon
the young, it does not follow that non-traditional education does not require that “the knowledge
and skill of the mature person has not directive value in the experience of the immature. (p. 7) He
argues that, in fact, non-traditional experiential education means that there is closer contact
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between the mature and immature individuals and hence more guidance provided. In addition,
educators need to realize that although learning happens through personal experience, social
factors affect the structure of the individual experience.
After I looked at Dewey’s work more closely, I realized that I had initially been
approaching the family nature experiences with the notion that my role as adult was to only
follow my children’s expressed interests, without inserting my own knowledge and ideas.
However, through the study period, I came to a conclusion similar to that of Dewey (1938), and
realized that my position can include guidance and sharing of my knowledge. However, I need to
be thoughtful in how I apply this, in order to truly support each of my son’s authentic interaction
with the natural world. Also, I did notice some social factors that seemed to affect the nature
experiences, namely the effects of and relationships among the participants.
The literature states that regular contact with nature as children evokes care and concern
for nature ( Chawla, 1988; Collodo, Staats, and Corraliza, 2013; Kals, Schumacher, and Montada
1999), and is an indicator for pro-environmental behaviour as an adult (Chawla, 1999; Chawla
and Cushing, 2007; Corcoran, 1999) What I observed in my own children agrees with these
findings as at the age of 9 and 11 my children repeatedly demonstrated their deep respect and
concern for the natural world. However, at this point, I cannot predict how this will translate into
their adult life. Yet, I feel hopeful that this caring relationship will continue and act as a source of
inspiration and guidance for both of my sons.
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Implications
For Parents.
I found that since I felt that it is important to nurture my children’s connection to nature, I
needed to make it a priority to get us outside into natural landscapes. My children, like many
others, can easily get caught up in the inside world, particularly through the lure of technology.
Therefore I realized that I needed to take the initiative and make suggestions, and present the
nature experiences in a way that would generate interest. Another important aspect of family
nature experiences is to carefully consider what place you choose to explore in terms of how
much it provides an opportunity for engagement and generates enthusiasm. Also, I believe it is
important to give consideration to whom you share the nature experiences with, be it extended
family or friends. By noticing dynamics and considering existing relationships, you can choose
participants who will contribute to the emergence of enthusiastic nature learning in a given
nature experience. In addition, as parents, I believe that is helps to provide choices and to be
willing to enter into the world of our children. I think we need to notice how our child is
interacting with the natural world and join in with this. That may mean playing alongside them
and entering their imaginary worlds even if it feels strange or difficult to do so. At the same time,
I think we should not be afraid to present our own ideas and observations, or to propose some
imaginary setting that we think will evoke a resonance
We can do all of this through a the process of being willing to step back and let children’s
interests in the moment guide the learning, along with being able to step forward and guide at
times all the while noticing what is presenting itself in your surroundings. I found that this
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approach to nature learning with our children requires a mental state of calm, presence and
willingness to retain the position of leadership while being willing to not direct all of the
experience. Lastly, I found that it is important to offer support for each child’s preferred manner
of engagement. In order to do so, as parents we need to recognize our own preferred manner of
engagement and not allow it to limit how we respond to our children’s way of interacting.
For Environmental Educators.
My findings illustrate the importance of environmental educators remaining open to what
arises in the moment. Environmental educators can create a context of co-exploration and
discovery rather trying to constantly make the children follow their instruction. In a group
setting, it can be helpful to have games ready to be offered or to occasionally provide gentle
guidance while at the same time being willing to let go if children are happy and interacting
without this. Furthermore, I believe that my study has implications for environmental education,
beyond that which relates to outdoor nature experiences. I think that we can grow as
environmental educators by finding that place of interacting as our authentic self as the
experienced adult, while allowing children’s ideas, interests and opinions to have a valued
position in directing the experiences.
Limitations
The study focused upon only my own family’s unique perspective. In addition to this
limitation, the other families that joined us in the study are also a fairly homogenous group. All
the families who participated in the study live rurally, share a similar socio-economic position
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and the children all have been educated at home. Similarly, all of the participants are from a
Western culture, which, in my opinion, implies that they have a worldview grounded in the
perspective that humans are separate from the natural world.
The research was conducted over a ten month period which is a relatively short time frame
within a child’s upbringing. The perspective gained from this study is based upon a snapshot of
my children’s lives and a longer study period would offer more insight into this topic.
Recommendations for further research
I believe that my research could be expanded upon by:
•

Researching the conditions that foster ENL in school groups whereby teachers take
a non-prescriptive approach to environmental education

•

Expanding the research of family nature learning, to more families of diverse
lifestyles such as urban dwellers, different socio-economic positions and
educational backgrounds, and non-Western cultures would offer a differing
perspective on the factors that inspire ENL.

Final thoughts on autoethnography
As I wrote in my Prologue, I initially made the mistake of believing that autoethnography
would be an easy method to implement. In pursuing this methodology, I found it extremely
challenging to generate an analytical perspective of my own experiences. For a long time, I felt
too close to the ‘data’ to be able to understand it. It was as if I was standing with my nose
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pressed against a painting, trying to see the whole image. For this reason, I spent quite a long
time in the ‘data analysis’ stage of the thesis process. However, I was eventually able to generate
my own understanding of the process which not only helped me to complete the research, but
also provided me with valuable parenting and life lessons. I found it deeply rewarding to have an
opportunity to examine an aspect of my life through an academic lens. Studying this thesis topic
allowed me to delve deeply into a subject that I have questioned and pondered throughout my
years of both educating my children at home as well as supporting other families through the
SelfDesign program.
Another challenge I had in conducting an autoethnography was working through my
intense feeling of vulnerability by sharing my personal story. I struggled at times to include parts
of my journal that I did not feel good about. I have also felt somewhat exposed by writing so
thoroughly about myself and my children. As I finish writing my thesis, these feelings still
linger, but I have come to a place of accepting the vulnerability that autoethnography inherently
includes.
Having my own two children situated as ‘subjects’ of this study created specific
considerations. The importance of informed consent combined with the deeply personal nature of
this study and the inherent lack of anonymity required me to be very open about what I was
writing about my sons. As well, I needed to be as certain as possible that they did not feel
coerced into participating due to the nature of our child-parent relationship, or their desire to
support me in my thesis project. At one point in the study period, Sebastian seemed pretty
empowered to realize that he could withdraw his consent and thereby halt my research process.
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He jokingly tried to leverage the agreement by threatening to withdraw his consent if I did not
buy him a large quantity of candy! In retrospect, I think that my children felt honored that I
would make them to focus of my study.
By focusing upon this topic, I was particularly inspired throughout my research period to
initiate and facilitate nature experiences with my own children and other families. While my
family has always spent a considerable amount of time outdoors, I recognize how this study
provided the motive for me to spend even more time enjoying the natural world alongside my
children. Finally, this thesis is not only a required component of a Master’s degree, but serves as
a reminder of a very special time in my life
Epilogue
June 2
I’m sitting on my porch with a little bit of an empty nest syndrome-literally-looking at the
empty robin’s nest and feeling sad that the babies flew away, mixed with happiness that
they made it this far in their life. I wonder how they are all doing now. Earlier today we
noticed that the robin babies, who we have been watching since their parents began
making a nest on our porch, looked like they were getting ready to fly. Tonight, all four of
us stood in awe quietly watching as one by one the robin’s jumped from the porch beam
and flew away into the bushes in our yard. Just before they made the leap, their parents
brought each of them their last worms and seemed to be offering encouragement. We
were so excited to observe it all, whispering to each other as the event unfolded…While
we were watching I told my kids that we were witnessing a miracle of life- a bird’s first
flight, leaving their nest for good. I said to my sons that one day they would leave us,
leave the nest, and Pablo and I would be doing the same thing as the robin parents,
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supporting them, and encouraging them while worrying all at the same time…. It was all
so bittersweet to see.
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Appendix: Journal Entries
September
September 9
Yesterday M and I walked from S’s school to a café. Miguel was excited to show me the
Saskatoon bushes that lined the highway. He remembered seeing them a couple of months
ago with his uncle. M said that the Saskatoon must get some special nourishment from
the road as they grow so well there. He wondered if there were nutrients coming from the
asphalt that made them grow so well. I said I wondered if Saskatoon bushes like
disturbed soil and M agreed that could also be a reason for the abundant growth.
Sept. 10
The boys and I began building a debris fort in the spot on our land where I first camped
when I bought it. M was very enthusiastic to build it and has strong ideas of how he
thinks it needs to be built. He immediately started to tell us what kinds of material is
needed and how it should be put together. S was less interested in the building part, he
stood by and watched and then walked away after half-heartedly adding a couple of
twigs….I wonder if S was less keen about building the shelter because M was so
dominant in how he felt it needed to be built, and S as a consequence felt less empowered
to do that part…
Sept 8
This is a big day. My first day officially starting my thesis process. I managed to get the
boys out on our property to walk the boundaries around our new home. I wanted them to
get a sense of what exactly is our land. I told them that this land is “where they are free
to do what they want” because I wanted them to feel excited by the possibilities that the
forest and ravine offers us. We hiked from our house down the steep slope into the ravine
where M found an old wasp nest…I asked the boys how many cells were in the nest. M
guessed 500 and S said 1000. I did an estimate count and I said that I thought 1000
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seemed more likely. I pointed out some plants to the boys that they are familiar with – the
tall Devil’s Club, wild ginger, and pathfinder. We all seemed to enjoy investigating
together. I know that I felt very happy to be doing this with my sons and both M and S
were cheerful and engaged.
We kept hiking along the ravine and started up an extremely steep slope. At that point M
struggled complained about the difficulty of the hike and said that he was tired and
wanted to end the hike. I felt concerned that he was already tired at that point, I didn’t
think we had hiked really far by then. I then got frustrated thinking how much I want to
spend time in the forest with my kids and feeling that M was “ruining it” by wanting to
end the hike so I made a big long frustrated sigh. Here I was thinking that M was
“ruining” the outing, and yet my reaction to his complaining, in fact, was ruining it. In
that moment, I realized that my boys won’t enjoy themselves outside if I push my agenda
on them. Pushing doesn’t work. I wanted to keep hiking but after my outburst I realized
that I needed to accommodate his desire and end the hike, despite my thoughts that he
needs more exercise. We headed home because I feared that if I pushed it, he would have
a negative association with going into our ravine.
It feels like a dance, encouraging my kids to do the things that are healthy (or what I
think is healthy) or just going with their desires. So it’s a dance, a balance of supporting
their expressed desires with what I think is good for them.
September 10
Today M showed me a robin’s nest he found. He said “it’s a perfect nest” and I agreed, it
really is. He pointed out how the robin wove the twigs together and then “like a beaver’
plastered the weaving with mud and then put the softest material it could find to line the
nest”. M wanted to put the nest somewhere at our new house where people could see it
and admire it and so I told him to do just that.
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Sept. 11
“Today the boys had a snail race in our front yard. S mentioned that “the only difference
between snails and slugs is that snails have shells.’ S names his racing snail Spots and M
tells us that they are Woodland snails. When one of the racing snails isn’t moving M says
it is because they are shitting. Eventually, only Spots the snail is moving and S says that
“Spots is the only brave, good snail. Snails never say anything – how do they
communicate in snail? Maybe the movement of their eyes’. “Yes, could be” I answer.
Sept. 14.
Today, walking by Winlaw creek with M, he told me that he has seen fish in this creek
before. He got completely into his theory as his voice got louder and he moved his hands
around telling me his thoughts. He figured that the fish could be a type of salmon or
perhaps another fish that lays eggs in the creek. He wondered if the fish do the same
thing as salmon where they lay eggs in the creek, but when they hatch the young fish
leave the creek to grow bigger. “That’s called anadromous” I said. “Ya, a-nadro...what’s it called, what you said?” replied Miguel. “Anadromous” I repeated.
“Right” answered Miguel
September 20
Expectations, having them can taint an experience. Turn it from a fun outing and
exploration into a disappointment and frustration. Letting them go can enrich an
experience M, S and I went for a hike on our land the boys know well, by our old house.
We went looking for mushrooms, hoping to find Pine mushrooms. We hadn’t found any
Pines yet, and S was half-heartedly looking, he wasn’t very interested. He started to
whine and was slipping every time he took a step. “Ahh”, I said, “Why are you whining?
You’re slipping on purpose. I am trying to have a nature adventure with you guys”.
My desire to “have a nature adventure” with them and the stress of doing thesis
research, it all built up and I got upset. I did realize what was going on for me and so I
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talked to my kids. Both S and I apologized for our behaviours and M reflected to me
saying that he notices that I get upset and think my whole Masters is ruined on our hikes
if anyone is having a hard time. I could understand his point and I realized that the
expectations of it all going a certain way led to a lack of flexibility on my part.
So I asked the boys “do want to hike here”? S said that the forest where we were is “just
what we know, it’s all we’ve ever known- it’s not a special adventure for us” and M
added “we’ve know it all our life- we take it for granted, for good or for bad”.
I listened to what my kids were telling me and then suggested we leave the trail and
instead bushwhack up and down the steep ravines, which I know they enjoy doing. The
boys became super keen to do this hike. They really enjoyed the thrill of slipping and
sliding through the slightly dangerous terrain…. happy voices calling out to watch them
and to see how they hiked down the steepest parts possible. This was obviously much
more fun for them than unsuccessfully looking for Pine mushrooms.
Reflecting upon this experience, I realized that maybe we don’t even have to look at
specific plants or see animal signs. If my kids are having fun in the forest, that is my hope
for them. To have a positive association with it.
Sept. 21
The boys and I went down to our debris fort for a while this morning. M and I worked on
building the fort and S found a stick that he said looked like a Bowtrunkle (a magical
creature the Harry Potter book series.) S had a lot of fun with it. He was happy to sit
playing with it while M and I added cedar boughs to the fort.
Walking down to our fort I kept telling myself “no expectations, no expectations”. Telling
myself to not have expectations helped me to allow the experience to arise in the moment
from what my children were interested in and from what the natural world had to offer
us.
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September 22
M found a “two-spot” lady bug, the “first he has ever seen” Now he is busy counting the
spots on different lady bus and found one with 18 spots.
September 22
S and I sat beside the Little Slocan River today. We had a lovely time throwing cone into
the river and watching to see how far down the river they floated.- we got really excited
to see how they moved down the river., around rocks and under branches, cheering them
on to float through the rapids without sinking.
I think that the emergent experience, allowing things to unfold in the moment, is based
upon a view of the nature of humans. If we believe that people are inherently good or
complete then we do not consider them to be needing to be made into something. If I view
children as competent, basically good and not needing to be filled then I can allow the
experience to unfold in the moment. I remember reading something similar to this in
Summerhill’s book (Summerhill, A.S.N., 1960).
Sept. 28
S and I sat by the Little Slocan river today. We had a lovely time throwing cones into the
river…we also saw a water strider and S got excited and tried to catch it. He was really
excited to see it. After we walked away S said how he enjoyed sitting there with me I said
“It’s peaceful” and he said “ya, it is”
Sept. 30
Today M and I hung out at the river. On path down to the river M saw some caterpillars,
black with a brown strip and we disagreed on what the width of the brown stripe means.
M thought it related how cold the winter was going to be, I said it relates to the age of the
caterpillar. M wanted to keep the caterpillar but I discouraged him saying I didn’t think
he would know the right things to feed it….We walked further and M looked in a shallow
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cave in the embankment and said “remember when there were so many toads in here
before and now there are only slug. I replied “I wonder if there are less toads because of
the jet fuel spill” and M answered that he has sonly seen 2 toads at the beach since the
fuel spill and before we used to see so many…we continued our walk making
observations and discussing theories. We searched for minnows, identified two spiders
and observed ladybugs.
I think that without the distractions of other people M and I were better able to focus on
observing, identifying, and discussing theories. Being alone with M allows us to go deep
into this way of engaging.
October
October 1
A grouse flew into our window today and died. The boys and I heard it hit and when we
looked out at it we watched it die. I took the bird and we walked into the forest to leave it
there, for another animal to eat. S and M were very upset when we set it in the forest and
S cried. Both boys expressed a lot of regret that this happened. “It was just trying to fly”
said S “It died because of us” said M S strongly objected when I asked whether we
should take any feathers from it. He said “we shouldn’t, it’s not right, we should leave it
in peace.” He also despaired, wondering if it was the same grouse we had seen earlier in
the day.
October 5
At the Nature Park, M found a little tunnel. He said he thought it was a caddisfly, so we
put it in a tub of water. Eventually we saw it was a caddisfly, it was crawling around. A
friend who was there said to M “you’re really good at spotting things” and M replied
“that’s just because I’m interested in this type of thing, not everyone is”. In the
meantime, S played in the sand and when he found a worm he worried about what to do
with it, because he wanted to make sure it was safe.
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Oct. 8
My B-day and I did the one thing I love best, spent time in nature with my family (in this
case M as S was in school and P at work). We went for a walk on one of my favourite
parts of the Rails to Trails beside the river and had a beautiful time. Because it’s my bday M consented to walking on this trail, which he normally resists because he says it’s
too flat. We saw and heard bald eagles and were really excited when one flew low over
our heads. M picked elderberries to make tea and we both picked snowberries to treat
warts. M picked up a brown and black caterpillar and we continued our debate on what
the width of the stripe means. M found a cricket and told me it’s a field cricket and that
you find them in the valley and the other kind we have is a cave cricket up on the
mountain near our home. While we were walking and holding hands M closed his eyes
and walked. I asked him what it was like to walk with his eyes closed and he said all his
other senses “woke up”. He told me that he felt the softness under his feet, heard the
leaves falling, so we took turns walking with our eyes closed, holding hands and telling
each other what we were feeling an sensing…sunlight, gravel, softness underfoot, cars,
leaves, wind, sweet smells…
October 13
M has many theories as to why things are the way they are. He enjoys nature through
observation, thoughts and theories. S enjoys nature through play. That is the benefit of
learning within a family context. If parents notice the different and unique ways their
children engage with nature they can create opportunities to facilitate that. They can
individualize the experience.
Oct 15
S was so excited yesterday to see another gray jay at our house, landing on our roof. He
called out “Look, a gray jay is here, I wonder what they are doing up on our roof?” “I
wonder”, I answered. Also, later in the day S excitedly shouted that he saw a turkey
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vulture, he said he saw white on its wings and saw a bald head. I didn’t question his
identification, and just expressed excitement for his discovery.
October 21
M and I went for a long walk beside Slocan Lake. I mentioned a few different locations
for a hike and M decided we should hike on the eastern side of the lake because we could
look for the geocache we found there years ago. We headed along the lakeshore and M
immediately started to tell a story of what our adventure was about, looking for treasure
and diamonds... He brought along two cap guns and his bull whip. He asked me to take
one of the cap guns. I had to really focus to say present and listen to the story. I decide
that instead of doing what I often do and only half listen to the story, I would actually try
and listen to everything he said, all the intricate details. It took effort to focus and follow
along. But truthfully it made the walk way more fun for me as well.
I wondered as we walked along whether this adventure enhanced his connection to
nature or not. It felt like the area for the walk was a rich backdrop for M’s story, but was
it really a nature connection we were having? We ended up seeing an animal slip off the
dock into the water, and M asked me “are mink around here, or maybe it was an otter”.
So I guess the nature connection did happen and we had an opportunity to bond and have
a fun adventure together.
October 23
This morning stated out poorly for me. M and S were fighting non-stop…eventually I
completely lost it- yelling at them they had to stop fighting …I told them that they had to
get dressed that instant and we were going on a hike to do “Shalin boy monk training”
(we had previously watched a video about boy monks in China, Shalin training by hiking
up steep mountains and crawling back down). M and S got dressed and we headed up the
mountain above our house. We had a great hike up the mountain. We hiked higher than
we usually do. Normally the boys complain if I go too high, but this time they knew I was
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upset and so they wanted to do what I said. Immediately on the hike M pointed to a young
hemlock tree and said he only saw baby trees of this kind. That led to a whole
conversation about tree species. On the way down the mountain S started to crawl like a
“Shalin boy monk”. I joined him and we noticed we could smell more when we
crawled….we stopped at a Douglas fir tree and the boys started to “mine the amber”
from the tree by collecting the dried sap. Both of the boys really enjoyed themselves, as
did I.
November
November 1
It’s raining so hard today. Beginning of November- rain, rain and more rain. Despite the
gray, S and I went for a walk. When I asked S if he wanted to go for a walk, he
immediately replied yes, with enthusiasm. It really does help the psyche to get out and
walk and be outdoors despite the drizzle. We chatted about cougars and listened to a loud
bird calling. S then asked me if I would be willing to fight off a cougar if it attacked our
cat Moppet. I said that I wouldn’t. He then said that our cat is like his daughter and
wouldn’t I try and save my own child? . . I answered that I definitely would. He then
responded “So you love me more than Moppet? My answer was yes, to which
S replied “that’s not fair”. It seems that S keeps coming back to this discussion of the
value of life. He is really contemplating it and saying that all lives are of equal value.
I timed how long it took Sebastian to run to the gate on the road and back to me. I find
with S that being outdoors it really helps both of us calm down and it helps create a sweet
connection between us. It also gives Sebas a chance to move and run, he likes physical
challenges and to discuss ethics.
November 4
M and I took his friend up to the lake to hike the trail to find the geocache. Throughout
this hike, I was in the background more, just observing M’s behaviour with his friend.
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Both boys enjoyed themselves, climbing the big boulders, throwing big rocks into down
the cliff into the water. M’s friend noticed “spikey plants” when they climbed the hill and
M told him they were Oregon grape. They swung from the overhanging kinikinick vines.
M wanted to break them off to make a rope, but his friend stopped him, I think because he
didn’t’ want to hurt the plants. I led them close to the spot where the geocache was
hidden. M eventually recognized the spot and then let his friend dig around and find the
box.
It helps to have a destination when walking or hiking with kids, I find. The challenge of
finding the geocache also seemed to bring excitement to the hike, as did the steep cliffs,
and rocks and bits of ‘dangerous” spots.
Did this experience create a nature connection? I think it did- the boys were engaging
their senses, having fun picking up rocks, looking for galena. M thought he saw garnets
in the rock, the water and cliffs all were fun and exciting.
November 8
Today we when saw a raven M said, it is so big. “Bigger than a crow?” S asked. I told
the boys how ravens and crows are cousins. S showed how big he thinks a crow is and I
told them how ravens and crows are from the same family. “Wait-they’re related?” S
asked “yup”, I said, ‘the Corvidae family”. I mentioned how jays are also in that family.
“What do you mean by jays?” asked S I told them stellar and gray jays. “Wow” was S’s
reply. The boys were really interested in this information- but it was they who brought up
the topic of the raven…I think if I had given them this information the next day instead of
in that moment they probably would have been much less interested.
November 10
I heard the call of what could have been the Pileated Woodpecker or the Flicker. I
followed the call and heard more chatter sounds that I think means Pileated. I was
excited to hear it and was hoping to see it.
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November 16
I’m wondering whether my stress and anxiety about doing “enough” nature experiences
puts a negative spin them for my kids. I’m just finding it difficult if they don’t feel
motivated to go out. They are not as motivated to be outside as I’d like them to be. The
kids are excited about the fresh snow, so I am hoping that will motivate them to get out
there. Okay, here’s a question. How much coercion, pushing, encouragement,
cheerleading, do I do to get my kids into nature experiences if its “emergent, child-ledinitiated? How do I reconcile this paradox? Is it a paradox?
November 18
Today I thought to myself “I want to hang outside in nature with my kids”. I thought
about how to frame this to them and how to make it appealing. I said to them “let’s go
check out the ice on the river” and they agreed to go. First as we went down to the river
M started asking if the trees were willow while S was jumping in the tall grass covered in
crusty snow and ice. I answered M “yes they are willow” and then began to jump with S
We all had a great time stomping and hearing the ice crunch. “It’s better than popping
bubble wrap” said M. S continued to joyfully stomp while M called out to “look at the
snow and ice the wind blew it and it froze in waves, it looks like scales”. It did too! We
then walked beside the river. M noticed tracks in the snow and asked “are they mink?”
We looked and saw the 5 toes well defined and I guess that mink was right. We continued
along had a great time stepping on ice and picking up pieces and smashing them. The
boys called out many “look at this” and “oh, my god”…I asked the boys why one part of
the frozen river had thicker ice. M answered me “because the water is deeper there”.
Overall, a really fun time, very kinesthetic which appealed to S Good times had by all.
November 20
Sebastian and I played hide and seek today in the forest surrounding our yard. S got very
excited at one point because where he was hiding a small bird landed right beside him. I
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asked him what it looked like and he said “small, brown and cute” “maybe a winter
wren” I answered, but he wasn’t’ interested in identifying it, he just wanted to keep
playing the game.
November 21
I asked the boys if they wanted to hike up the Pine Ridge to “our look-out spot”. They
said yes and we headed out…At first both boys were arguing about whether to go up the
Pine ridge or up the road. I got annoyed and in frustration just stared hiking up to the
Pine ridge. When we reached the top I asked if we could sit in silence for a bit. While we
sat in silence M took some long green lichen and put it on his face like a mustache and
beard and then said “Mom, I haven’t seen you in a while, do I look different?” Sebas
made me an ornament type construction by tying pine needles together with hemlock
twigs and said the he had “whispered love and good things into them” and then gave it to
me and said “I made this with love”. M noticed some big woodpecker holes in an old
ponderosa pine tree and commented on the pattern of the holes…We then heard a person
down below us on the road so we snuck down the mountain in “spy mode”.
November 24
A little red-breasted nuthatch has been flying up to our house today. I mentioned what
kind of bird it is and M said it is the same bird that flew quite close to him the other day.
Both boys were excited to see it and were curious about why it keeps coming back to our
house.
November 29
M and S just reminded me of what happened the other day when they were outside,
walking up our driveway. A huge buck jumped out of the bushes in front of M and then
ran past S on the road before running into the forest. They told me it was really big, with
four or five points. They were both extremely excited to see it because it was so big and
so close to them.
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December
December 1
Today M and I went down to the Bridge beach to “check out the ice”. I had asked him
earlier if he would “do something in nature with me”. He answered yes. I made a few
suggestions of places on our land, which he wasn’t enthusiastic about, and then when I
mentioned the river he kind of perked up and suggested the Bridge beach. When we
walked along the river I was reminded of the Rachel Carson (1965) quote of “the sense
of wonder”*. I truly noted how much awe and wonder M expressed looking at how the
river froze. He commented on the beauty of the different ice formations and espoused
many theories regarding the freezing patterns. I listened to his theories and added a few
ideas of my own. He remarked a number of times “I wonder how that happened”, which I
mostly answered with “I wonder too”.
December 1
I wonder, do I let my kids determine too much? Am I asking their permission to go out or
getting their consent?
December 29
The boys and I met with my mentor, P, and went down to the tide pools at Kits Beach in
Vancouver. M spent his time turning over rocks and looking at all the marine life. He
later told me that “I love, I absolutely love ocean life”. He found crabs and
“arthropods”, which P agreed was the correct identification. P showed us how to tell if it
is a male or female crab, which M was really interested in. We did some crab races, S
enjoyed this part. Mostly S jumped from rock to rock and then spent his time climbing the
wall back onto the path beside the beach. S was happy for us to leave and walk to
another spot, running enthusiastically along the path but M was sad to leave the area, he
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wanted more time to explore the tide pools. P commented on the obvious difference
between M’s interests and S’s. M being so enthusiastic to explore the tide pools and
observe all the life forms and S loving the climbing, jumping and running.
December 31
Back at home, S and I were out for a walk through the snowy forest near our home. I saw
tracks and said to S “I wonder what they are”. S answered “I wonder too but when I
stopped to look at them more closely he just glanced down at them and kept walking.
S seems to engage with the natural world on a more physical than intellectual level, or at
least his is somewhat interested in knowing the names of things and identifying them, but
only to a certain extent. I am personally much more interested in identifying plants and
animals and their tracks, but does that mean that I know them more by identifying their
names? Knowing their names helps me do further research on them, but in the moment,
does it mean that I know more about them?
December 31
Out in the snow. M was quiet after a sledding run and I asked him what he was doing. He
said he was looking at the top layer of the snow, which is fluffy, looking at the
snowflakes. He remarked “each one is unique, unlike any other and when I breathe on it
they melt, never to be seen again”. ..He lay on the snow studying them for a really long
time, I joined him at first, but got distracted by bird calls and walked away.
January
Jan 3
Pablo and S came back from a cross country ski by the river. They both told me how
much they loved the ski and how they had, at one point, sat and listened to and watched
the ravens. I could see how happy and content they both were after this ski together.
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Pablo told me how great it felt to be doing that with his son, how much he appreciated
the time to bond one on one with Sebas.
Jan 10
I saw a Pileated woodpecker in the forest near our house, and I called out to M to look at
it. M saw it fly away. He noticed how the woodpecker pulls its wings in to glide. He said
“it looks like a missile or bullet when it has its wings pulled in. Bigger birds glide with
their wings outstretched, but woodpeckers and smaller bids pull their wings in to be more
aerodynamic”.
Jan 10
`My family just went cross country skiing to look at the swans on the river. My sister was
visiting and joined us. As well, Pablo was with us. We didn’t really present the ski an as
optional activity for the kids, we just told them that this is what we are doing. What a
great day. We all truly enjoyed ourselves. We saw around seventy swans and discussed
whether they were Trumpeter or Tundra. One swan swam to the side of the river, very
close to us, and we all enjoyed watching it tip over and feed. We discussed what we each
thought they eat and I then read aloud an educational display that told us they eat plant
roots M told me later that he has silently been calling to the swans to swim closer to us
and then that one did.
Jan 12
S and I went for a walk to the creek and saw a little bird. “It’s a winter wren” I told him
but he didn’t seem to care what its name is. “It’s cute” I then said and S smiled and
agreed “ya, it is cute”. We kept walking and then saw some rabbit tracks…”I told him,
look, a rabbit” and then he really liked it when I said how cute the rabbit must be and
made rabbit faces and hopped like a rabbit. S loved this and hopped with me….we saw
ice and S spent a long time trying to break it apart. Then we jumped around and stomped
and I did a silly dance. S laughed so hard at this.
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January 24
M and I were walking along the road through our land and I heard birds. I stopped to
listen and saw a flock. I drew M’s attention to them, saying I thought they were Pine
Siskins. M said how much he likes to say that name, Pine Siskin in an up and down voice.
I watched them more and said maybe they are golden crowned kinglet. We watched them
more and M noticed that there were different kinds of birds because he saw red on some
of them. He said he thought one was a red breasted nuthatch and others were chickadees
and Pine siskins.
The conversation and discussion about the birds was adult initiated, but M seemed to
have a connection to the learning by already knowing Pine Siskins and liking the sound
of their name. I was modelling bird watching to M, which follows Vygotsky’s theory of
the zone of proximal development. My bird knowledge affecting how much M can observe
in the flock. Was this a child-centred experience? The learning had meaning for M, I
think. It wasn’t his initiation though. There was the family context and my modelling that
had influence. Parents have value in these situations.
Jan 26
I heard a raven in the forest beside our house today. I told M and we both watched it for
a while. I was confused because it was calling out loudly for a really long time and I
couldn’t understand why. M said he thought it was defending its territory. I got excited
and agreed….it eventually flew to another tree, scaring another raven out of it. M got
super animated waving his hands around telling me “you see its defending its territory
from another raven.
January 27
I told my kids that I had seen a deer carcass while I was skiing by the river. I told them I
wanted them to come with me to look at it because it was partly eaten and was interesting
to see the ribs, bones, and fur. S was aghast at my suggestion. With great emotion in his
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voice he said “would you suggest we go and look at a dead person? Would you think that
it is interesting? I told him that death is a part of living and that dear provided food for
another animal. He was still upset with my suggestion. It caused me to stop and think
about what he was saying though.
January 29
Today I asked another family if they wanted to join myself and my kids at Slocan Lake. I
was thinking that the kids would enjoy playing on the shore. When we arrived S
immediately went down to the beach and stared climbing on the big boulders that were
there. He told me “I love this kind of place, I’m built for this kind of place. I wish I could
live in this kind of place if it was higher up in the mountains, I’d love to live there” S was
especially excited to find “caves” to climb into. Our friends arrived and the children all
started examining rocks, picking up the ones they liked. M said some were quartz, some
shale and others limestone. G said some were ‘soap stone’ and then M began scraping
words in the ‘soap stone’. M explained to the other mom R how quartz comes from
volcanoes and that these mountains were formed by volcanoes. R listened to M
attentively. At one point R drew our attention to “those ducks” swimming farther out on
the lake. “Its Canadian geese” said M and we all discussed if it was a mom with babies
or teenagers. Eventually all four kids went further down the beach and found driftwood
they wanted to make into a boat. They all worked together for a long time to make a boat
with a rudder and mast. When they eventually finished they had a big discussion about
whether someone should take it home or whether to launch it into the lake. They ended up
launching it and stood for a while watching it float away on the lake.
February
February 1
On a walk with S and M on our land. I told them how I had read that trees can
communicate with each other. How tree ‘friends” try to not overshadow each other and
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how mother trees send nutrients to their children. S turned and looked at a tree and said
it wasn’t being friends because it was overshadowing another tree. Then M said “trees
can be bullies, look at those trees have out crowded another tree and not that tree is
dying”. S piped in “ya, trees can be bullies”. I had to admit that if we think that trees can
be friends, then they could be bullies too.
February 3
S, M and I want for a walk on our road through our land. S was playing imaginary games
the whole time. He ran up and down the slopes “fighting clones” and using his
lightsaber. I joined in and said that the icy road was put there to stop us, M agreed….. At
one point I heard what I thought was a group of golden crowned kinglets. I asked the
boys to listen. S wasn’t interested and kept playing. M tried to listen. So I said “listen, the
forest has send us messengers- let’s try to hear the message”. Then S stopped and
listened…
I wanted us to be looking for birds and animal tracks, not playing imaginary games. But
when I joined in S’s play I was meeting him where he was at. Why do I think that
identifying birds is more important than using the natural world as a backdrop for his
imaginary games? I want my children to connect with the natural world and care for it. I
can’t really choose how my children will make those connections. Maybe S’s climbing
and jumping and using the landscape as a place for his imaginary games is his genuine
legitimate way of connecting. It makes me think of Maturana “love is the only emotion
that expand intelligence” How love is seeing the other as a legitimate being. I have to see
S’s desires and way of being in the natural world as “legitimate”. I did insert myself and
my desire to listen to the kinglets into S’s game. I liked how that went. It made me happy
to have the boys stop to “listen to the forest’s messengers’
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February 6
Cross country skiing with the kids and Pablo. It’s so beautiful along the tracks by the
river, we skied on one of my favorite spots in the valley… a bald eagle flew close above
M’s head and both boys were so excited to see it up close. We stopped to rest at a bench
by the river and both boys climbed down to play in the clay bank...Sebas made figures out
of the snow and M played with the clay…Pablo called out to draw our attention to
“another big raptor….an immature bald eagle”. We all looked at it for a while when
another eagle landed nearby and we were able to listen to its call. I remarked how for
such a big bird, its call is so delicate”
February 7
More cross country skiing today. The skiing we did today is something I would more
likely term as “domesticated nature”, although, truthfully we were in quite a wild area.
But the trails are groomed with machines and are very wide. Okay, not domesticated
nature, but less engagement with nature than the skiing by the river, where when we stop
and take off our skis we interact more with the natural surroundings. Skiing like we did
today is more of a passing through experience, where our eyes are on the track ahead.
We didn’t really look at the forest surrounding us.
February 14
We went for a walk up the Lemon Creek logging road today with J and her three kids.
After the hike both M and S told me that they enjoyed hike. I was surprised because it
looked to me like S was pretty unhappy most of the time……Most of the hike my kids and
J’s kids fought. There was no direction or destination given to the kids, we just said “let’s
go for a walk”. I wonder if we had more focus to the outing then the dynamics between
kids wouldn’t have been so central to the experience- in this case creating tension and
unhappiness. Also, the logging road is wide and flat and for some reason those types of
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roads do not seem to interest my kids as much. All the kids seemed happiest when we
stepped off the road and spent time on rocky beach beside the creek.
February 20
Last night, I was frustrated with the stinkbugs and flies in my room. S said to me
“They’re just trying to make a living. Everything shares mom.” He was upset that I was
killing the flies and stinkbugs. He told me “a stinkbug, if you kill it it’s just like killing a
human... I told him I agree that all lives have value but I am just trying to protect my
home. I did stop killing them after he said that though. Then, today, we found a dead bird,
a cedar waxwing. When I was sadly looking at it S asked me why I am sad about the dead
bird but I don’t’ seem to care if flies or stinkbugs die. He told me “I feel sad that my mom
doesn’t care about lives. I thought you cared about nature. Stinkbugs have just as much
life value as birds”. I told him that cedar waxwings bring joy to my life and that I find
them special, so I guess I value them more than the flies and stinkbugs that invade my
room. “They are all lives” said S I answered. “Yes, that is true”.
February 23
M. and I went for a hike today. Before we left I framed the outing as “us needing
exercise”. I gave him a few options for where to go exercise. He chose for us to hike up
the mountain behind our house. Then M told me “what really motivates me to go outside
is my imagination. That’s what gets me out there, so do you want to play Vikings,
Caveman, Adventurers or Cowboys? I said how about early 1900 adventurers, the first
Europeans to come here. I have to acknowledge that while I had wanted M and I to have
a nature experience, I also wanted us to exercise. The hike up the mountain provided an
opportunity for both. But I felt resistance to having to pretend and act and play a part.
However, I remembered how the pretending keeps me present and engaged so I got into
my part and we hiked up the mountain looking for the tree where we “mine crystals” (the
fir tree we had taken dried sap from before). We collected “amber… then hiked down the
mountain and M found a rock he said was a geode. He managed to smash it and said
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since it wasn’t a geode he wants to make a big fire to heat rocks like magma does,
enough to create a hard rock on the outside and a core of crystal inside...we hiked on,
still in our story and M said he was “shooting a cougar with a pop-gun, to scare it into a
trap to take it away…. We descended the mountain and M. stopped to look at a patch of
moss, I ran my hands over it and encouraged M. to do the same…he said if you look close
at it looks like a whole forest…… along the road we both noticed a strange squeaking
sound coming from the forest. M looked and called out that it was a Stellar Jay. We stood
and listened to it make all kinds of crazy sounds, M said like R2D2, or a goose or duck. ,
I said it sounds like a car starting on a cold winter morning. .we watched it for a long
time and M. said he thought it was making calls to attract a mate…I found that at first the
pretend game was hard for me to get excited about, but once I accepted and agreed to it,
It made the outing enjoyable for both of us.
February 24
S and I just took a path through the forest to get to our house from our road. He was
excitedly talking about lightsabers versus a wand versus The Force and asked me “which
would you choose. I just wasn’t in the space to talk about that stuff. I felt frustrated that
he wasn’t showing much interest in the forest- the plants. Even though just before this he
said “I forgot how beautiful the forest is”...anyway, I was frustrated. I answered his
question and then he asked me whether I would like a lightsaber. I kind of snapped at him
“I don’t like or want lightsabers”... and then it all when down- hill from there. S became
upset and I continued to be frustrated…it ended in S saying “I don’t like forests”,
perhaps just to upset me…
February 24
I made a bonfire outside last night. They boys loved this night. They happily played by
putting long sticks in the fire and then running to the patches of snow and whacking them
against the snow to put them out. It completely captivated their attention. We could see
lots of stars. I have been pointing out Orion to S and he is started to be able to recognize
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it. We all enjoyed this time outside very much. I ponder how much it’s a nature
experience.
March
March 5
M, S and I went to an event in New Denver that was entitled SWAMP. When M and I saw
the advertisements for this event I thought it was going to be an educational display of
the natural history of swamps and M thought it was going to be a field trip to a swamp.
Both of us were wrong. S came with us, even though from the beginning he said he didn’t
want to go. The event was a bunch of different environmental organizations groups
displaying some information. We quickly viewed the scene, ate some refreshments and
headed out. M commented “that was a complete dud”. I then suggested we head down to
the local beach on Slocan Lake. . As we walked along the shore, S was at first talking
about Star Wars so I gently directed his attention to the rocks that we were walking on,
commenting on how smooth they were. As we walked along a dried out creek bed S
commented ‘this place feels, empty, dreary, like Mordor”. I pointed out the streams high
water mark and told him how in spring the creek is really big. M walked contentedly
picking up and observing rocks...We then found an overhanging long and S climbed on
top. Soon it was a challenge for all of us to see how far we could walk without falling
off…..we crossed a handmade bridge and S fell off, but remained in good spirits… We
threw rocks and eventually needed to head out the kids didn’t want to leave. After we left
I asked the kids “which did you like more, the SWAMP event or the lake?” “The lake”
they answered. “Where did you learn more about nature?” I asked. “At the event or the
lake?” “The lake”, they both answered. Later that day M asked if we could go back soon
to that same spot which he “loves”.
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March 6
I think todays activity qualifies as a resounding success...I gave the group of kids (7 kids
ranging in age from 5 to 11) the challenge of taking two ropes and getting everyone
safely across our creek. We hiked up from my house to a spot on our creek that was back
in the forest far from any houses. I handed the rope to the kids and they took the ropes
and discussed ideas. I didn’t make any suggestions as what to do but did facilitate so that
all the children would be included in the discussion. I also made sure that the younger
ones were involved in tying the ropes, making sure they were safe. One of the other two
moms with us asked the group “Can I make a suggestion” She asked “is that okay” and
the kids answered “yes its okay” She suggested for having one rope tied lower down and
one higher above it. As it happens that is what the youngest child there suggested at first
but the other children didn’t use his idea. The kids made their rope bridge and at the
same time some made another bridge out of logs. They all wanted to cross the rope
bridge, so I stood in the middle of the creek on some rocks to spot them for safety… at the
end of our time the one mom (R) who said nothing the whole exercise and just watched
said to me “ That was so ideal. The kids were totally engaged, working together, not
arguing out here in the wild having and adventure. It’s so perfect.” I thought so also.
March 12
I invited 4 families to join myself and my children on our land to undertake a rope
challenge of “getting everyone down the mountainside. 10 kids, 5 moms, a very steep
slope, ropes, enthusiasm and excitement on the kids part…The kids undertook the
challenge and brought the two long ropes I gave them to the steep slope and started
collaborating on how to tie them and make it work. One of the other moms C. checked the
knots for safety and I facilitated involving all the children in the process…We did get
everyone safely down the steep mountain, although some of the boys were not always a
part of the process but instead focusing on kicking apart rotting logs. Once in the ravine
bottom three of the kids started hiking up the opposite slope and the rest of us
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followed…L. got poked by a Devil’s Club plant – but all the kids learned about the
plant…this definitely wasn’t the banking model of education Paulo Freire talks about.
The kids learned by doing it themselves. Direct experience, but also working together to
make the decisions. I hope it was empowering for them. I try to facilitate to get all of
them involved in doing it a making decisions. .M tends to dominate but the other kids
seemed to manage to engage.
March 13
Today I presented an outing to my kids as “let’s have a picnic at a beautiful spot with lots
of rocks and logs to climb on and rushing water”. As little while later S asked if we were
going to “that special place, that really nice place”….we walked along a dirt track
through the forest. We saw a bunch of spring growth and S looked at a plant and said
“isn’t that the one the shows the path...”No, I said, it’s not pathfinder”. M said “isn’t’ it
wild ginger?”, “No it’s not, how about we give it a name? It has three leaves” I said. M
suggested “Tri...something” after a moment I said “Tri Green?’ and S responded “ya,
that’s it”. I noticed and pointed out a log lying on the ground with a lot of woodpecker
holes. M said he thought that a lizard lives there…we crossed a small side tributary on a
log bridge and came to the beach. S noticed the high water mark (something I had
pointed out to him on an earlier outing) and we talked about spring flooding and when
the river gets to its highest point…S wanted to eat so I brought out all the food. Having
lots of food helped make for a festive fun feeling for all of us….we walked the shoreline.
M remarked on some algae in still water saying “everyone thinks that is frog’s eggs or
salamanders eggs, but its algae with air bubbles”. I agreed with him. S started talking
about a book we were reading at home. I listened to him, replied to his comment and then
tried to gently re-direct his attention to where we were. I said “look at all those logs piled
up, I wonder how that happened?”...I pointed out some thick moss and S said “so soft,
don’t lie down, you’ll get trapped and the witch will come and eat you”...walking back to
our picnic spot, and S started to hop from one big rock to the next...we made it into a
rock challenge, trying to only step on rocks and not touch the gravel. ..It started to rain
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and S remarked “I don’t mind the rain. Rain is a part of living”…after eating a bit more
sitting in the drizzling rain, I asked the boys “is it time to head back?” because I wanted
to end it on a positive note.
March 17
Today was a beautiful sunny day. I talked with another mom and we agreed to meet up at
the Winlaw Nature Park with our kids, her two younger boys and mine. Mostly us moms
sat and chatted while the kids ran around. The kids wanted to walk on the trail and visit
the old hollowed out log they like to climb through (we know this park well). S and one of
the other brothers ran back yelling “Mom, Mom,...we need a container, Miguel found a
salamander” M was so excited that he had looked under a log “like I always do” he said,
and found what he identified it as a Western Long Toed Salamander…the kids put leaves
in the container and looked at the salamander for a long time. They were all really
excited when it moved….each boy took a turn holding the container... M asked me
repeatedly if he could keep the salamander for the night and return it tomorrow, and S
joined in trying to convince me to allow it but I was adamant that it needed to go back
where he found it…M brought it back to where he found it and the other boys continued
to crawl and climb through the old hollowed log…M told me that finding the salamander
was “a dream come true”.. Afterward S played on the beach with the other two boys
making mud balls and digging. He really liked doing that and then they all ran around
playing tag…this experience was pretty much completely child initiated activities, myself
and the other mom chatted for a lot of our time there. When I just chat with my friend I
can miss a lot, but I purposefully inserted myself once they found the salamander…but
it’s tempting to stay chatting and to not engage and take the time as a break from
parenting.
March 20
My whole family went on a bike ride yesterday, to get out and enjoy the nice weather. We
rode for a while on the Rails to Trails and stopped at a sweet spot we like, beside some
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ancient First Nations pit house remains on the shore of the Slocan River. I felt so happy
and told Pablo that being with the three of them in nature is my favourite thing to do in
the world…S. and P. threw rocks in the water trying to see how far they could throw
them...M. and I walked along the shore line and we called out to hear our echo. S walked
out on a huge log overhanging the river and P. stood beside the log watching him…M.
wandered off and then came creeping back through the woods. He then told me he was
trying to see how close he could get to us before we noticed him…We left after not too
long a visit and rode back along the Rail trail. A sweet interlude with my family that we
all seemed to really enjoy.
March 21
Today four families went with us to the “Owl Walk” park outside of Slocan City. This is a
spot that the Slocan Village protected for its Western Screech owl habitat. It has a series
of interpretive signs along a trail in a forest beside the Slocan River. There were eleven
children age’s five to eleven and five mothers on the walk. We had to walk along the Rail
Trail to get to the park and while walking I mentioned to the other mothers how I am
researching family nature experiences and that I was going to let the signage and the
location of the outing to set the context of this experience. I encouraged them to resist
spending all their time chatting among themselves, but to instead engage the children and
stay present with our surroundings. When we arrived at the park we walked as a group
along the trail and the children took turns reading the interpretive signs. I facilitated by
helping to explain some of the vocabulary and ask them questions to keep them engaged.
Once we arrived beside the river I asked the children if they wanted to play a game. I
explained an owl and mice predator-prey game to them. After we played for a while, one
of the children suggested another predator prey game that involved more chasing
through the forest, so I helped facilitate this by setting boundaries and participating to
ensure everyone’s safety. Meanwhile the other mothers sat beside the river chatting with
each other. One mom did intercede a few times to make some suggestions for the games,
but other than that the mothers did not engage the children, but rather watched as I
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facilitated. I felt some frustration that I was the only mother engaging with the children.
The children played predator prey for quite a while until the mothers said it was time to
leave. As far as I observed all the children listened attentively to the information given on
the signage, but had the most expressed enthusiasm when playing the predator prey
game. The mothers all later thanked me for the outing and told me that their children had
a great time. When I talked with my children afterwards S said he had a great time
playing with the other kids playing the predator prey game and running through the
forest. I then asked him if he learned anything about owls. He answered that he learned
that “the owls like the non-leaves trees that we talked about” (we discussed how they live
in deciduous trees). When I asked M if he enjoyed himself he said that he didn’t because
‘the other kids were a distraction, I wanted to read the signs more”.
March 28
Sebas and I went down to the Little Slocan River today. We played by the river doing our
game of tossing in sticks and watching how far and fast they travel down the river...after
a while S switched to throwing in leaves, saying that Pixies were riding the leaves . Then
he chased down the river bank after them to “rescue” the Pixies when the leaves went
into fast water. He played for a while and then said to me “I love this game, I want to
come here every day”. I asked him if he knew which tree the leaf came from and he
pointed, correctly, to a cottonwood tree. I mentioned how this is the same tree that the
Screech Owl lives in but he wasn’t very interested in that…S looked up at the mountains
across the river and said to me, “what if a giant climbed over the mountain” then
proceeded to tell a story about a giant walking over to us… We both really enjoyed
ourselves and were reluctant to leave when it was time to go pick up M ...Natural areas
seem to provide an opportunity for S’s imagination rather than scientific observation. He
seems to see nature as a place of magic.
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March 29
Today S and I went along to the Slocan River at the Nature Park. ..At first S wanted to
leave because other people were by the beach, but I convinced him to stay and he went
over to where a huge log sticks out from the shoreline above the water. S started walking
and balancing on the log and then jumping to shore. S asked me to join him and I did. He
said it was lava he had to jump across, so we jumped across the lava many
times…eventually S started looking in the water “for leeches”…he saw what he thought
was a leech but realized it was some sort of millipede, which he wanted to rescue and put
on the shore...then S started to notice lots of other animals. He identified a caddisfly and
found a worm he wanted to “save”.
April
April 4
We made a plan to meet up with two other families at the Slocan Pools, a forested area
beside the Kootenay River. It was three moms, and six kids. As we started the hike, the
four boys wanted to bring their lightsabers with them, but I told them to leave them in the
cars. As we hiked along the trail and entered into the thicker forest one of the girls told
her mom that she had seen something “bigger than a cat” running through the forest…I
asked her some questions about what it looked like and then the moms decided to walk off
the trail into the forest to look for it...I noticed rattlesnake plantain and showed some of
the group then when M saw what I was doing said “I already know about rattlesnake
plantain” and showed the others how to peel it apart to make a Band-Aid. We spent time
looking for and discussing different animals...a branch fell and we discussed whether an
animal caused it….M was super engaged discussing with the two girls who were totally
engaged. S was somewhat engaged in this part, he was still quite focused on the other
kids...we went back to the trail and the exploration continued. M and the two girls
noticed and commented on many things…M stopped to look at a huge worm and
pretended he was going to eat it…S saw that and joined in…S and the other two boys
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were running along the trail and enjoyed kicking apart rotting logs. M became upset
when he saw this saying that salamanders live under them….I suggested that the boys
look under the logs first and if no animals were there then they could kick it apart…more
hiking…M spots what he calls the “blister tree” , I guess it’s a young grand fir and he
shows how he learned from another friend that you can pop the blisters and a pungent
sap comes out…we all spent a long popping blisters...One of the moms excitedly directed
everyone’s attention to some marks on a tree…she asked if anyone knew what they
were…they made different guesses and then I told them they were marks from a bear
scratching. The kids were so excited to see the bear marks...on the walk out we split into
two groups, one mom went with S and the other two boys...she told me she just listened to
them as they discussed Star Wars the whole time. The other group of myself, the other
mom, M and the two girls continued to make observations…we kept exploring together,
noticing things like some big shelf fungus, the remains of old pit houses…
April 15
M has been asking me for a couple of weeks to stop at the Grohman Narrows Park that is
just outside of Nelson. Until today, I felt that I had too many errands to run in Nelson to
make time to stop there. Today I decided, I needed to support his interest in looking at the
pond life. So many times this past year I have lamented the fact that I initiate so many
nature experiences, I realized I needed to make it a priority to support M’s initiation of
one. M brought a jar to collect pond water to look under a microscope at home. He also
later confessed to me that he wanted to collect some frog eggs to hatch at home. M spent
all of his time crouched down beside the pond looking for tadpoles and eggs. S was super
excited to count all the turtles he could see sunning themselves on the logs. He also was
got excited to find a caddisfly at the edge of the pond. S kept walking around with his
eyes closed, so I suggested he try crawling with his eyes closed, to notice how it felt on
his hands and knees to crawl along the path. He crawled for a while, saying it didn’t hurt
at all and then opened his eyes and noticed a young dragonfly or damsel fly on the path.
It was strange looking, and all three of us studied for a long time, then S moved it off the
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trail so that it wouldn’t be stepped on… Later M wrote in his journal about how he had
“pestered Mom” to bring him. It’s true, he kept asking me to stop at the pond and I often
had a reason why we couldn’t spare the time. One benefit to taking your kids to natural
places- it only costs time. You do need to prioritize those times. If I hadn’t done that
today I could always find a reason why “we can’t do it”.
April 25
Today two other families joined us in a hike up the Sproule Creek Trail, an old trail
through the forest, beside Sproule Creek. There were 3 moms, 6 kids and also P joined us
as well- which I very much enjoyed. I didn’t do much facilitation today as I was feeling
sick and having a really hard time. Mostly my interaction was me trying to mediate
between Sebastian and Miguel fighting. There were hard feelings between them and tears
for Miguel due to disagreements in their play.
We hiked along the trail and for part of the time the kids played a “Predator Prey” game,
kind of like Hide and Go seek Tag. I was self-conscious of the fact that I wasn’t really
engaging the kids much. I only said an occasional “look at these woodpecker holes” and
helped them choose boundaries for their game. I was feeling a bit stressed to have P, my
supervisor join us, and to be sick and feeling unable to actively participate. Also, I was
sort of embarrassed that my kids were arguing and felt almost incapable of diffusing the
situation. The last conflict arose and instead of listening to my kids, as I normally do, I
walked away and Rachelle talked with and comforted Miguel.
April 29
M and I walked up to our special spot on Pine Ridge today. On the way up the mountain
M went slowly, he told me he was examining a branch. He said it was broken higher up
and could have been broken by a human but didn’t remember breaking any branches...He
said “it would have had to be a big bear, - so I am guessing it was a moose or an elk”. A
little later I saw a winged ant “a termite” I said, but M contested this and we discussed
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the difference between termites and ants…we kept hiking and a bit later I said it smells
good eh?” and M answered “it smells like home”.
Even though on other hikes we’ve had fun with other families, I feel that the one-on –one
nature times lead to the most nature observations and reflections. Maybe because I so
appreciate the quiet reflective observation times in the other than human world. So I
think the quiet one-on –one times are more profound. When there are lots of kids, they
chat about this and then and don‘t always appreciate or notice much. If itis just myself
and both boys they can get distracted with each other, often fighting with each other. But,
one-on –one we seem to actually notice more and appreciate it all more.
May
May 1
Today I invited a group of families to join M, S and I on a hike to the Pit houses along the
Slocan River. Two families joined us which made a group with three parents and six
children. I was inspired by my last hike up Sproule creek (April 25th) to take a more
active lead and guide the group through a couple of nature activities. I first asked
everyone to find a tree and to stand beside it. I then questioned the children to solicit the
information of the oxygen/carbon dioxide cycle that links us to trees. The kids were
somewhat interested, but only marginally I thought. Then M and S helped me to set up an
activity that I have led before with a group of children (that they participated in) where
we obscure human objects along a path through the forest and the children walk along
trying to spot them. Sebastian was really excited to set up the activity, M less so. The
other four kids enjoyed this activity, particularly the youngest child who was with us. We
took a break by the forest to have a snack and the two parents present began a long
conversation together on a topic unrelated to our surroundings. As I directed the children
to join me in the next activity the two parents continued the conversation. I felt a bit
annoyed as I found their conversation distracting for me and probably the children. I was
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hoping we would all enjoy exploring the area together, not engage in unrelated
discussions.
I then set up the activity that we had done on the Sproule creek hike (April 25th). Without
the children seeing, I set a small doll in the forest and took a picture of it. Then took the
doll back and showed the children the photo, asked them to find the exact spot where the
photo was taken. The children found the spot and then one of the boys asked to be the one
to set up the next photo. I agreed and each child took a turn setting up the activity for the
others. The children seemed most excited when it was their turn to be able to be the ones
leading the activity…
When we left from our outing the other parents thanked me, and the children seemed
fairly happy. But as we drove home I asked my kids if they enjoyed the outing. Sebastian
replied with an enthusiastic “yes, I really liked hiding the stuff on the trail” and Miguel
said “it was kind of boring”.
May 5 Snails, Snake and Slugs
Today I took the boys biking. I was wanting to get some exercise and I wondered if this
would offer any ‘nature connections’. We rode on the Rails to Trails beside the Slocan
River. As we were riding S was carefully trying to avoid all the snails along the path. He
stopped a number of times to make sure that he avoided them. At one point S said “riding
avoiding snails is like a video game- only more important”. When we stopped at our turn
around point at Trozzo Creek and S told M how he had been avoiding the snails M
replied in a worried voice “Oh no, I was riding so fast, I may have squished some”. I
then told the boys that a garter snake was lying still beside me…both boys looked and
became really excited. The snake started to slither and M lunged and caught it. “Ah, it’s
making a smell” yelled S “it’s its’ stink to scare away predators” replied M “well its
working on us, let it go, it’s stressed” I added… on the ride home we all tried to avoid the
slugs but M ended up running over one “oh no, I squished a slug, I killed it” he said
“that is one of the things I don’t like about bike riding- it kills so many lives” “yes that’s
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true” , I answered, “ but we probably kill things when we walk”. But I saw his point.
While I love bike riding it’s a different connection to nature than when walking. It’s more
difficult to notice smaller things, details. After this bike ride I reflected on the boys
comments and actions, how they worked so hard to avoid the slugs. And I thought “why
have I been fretting about these boys environmental ethic, they obviously care deeply
about nature. I just need to enjoy these times with them. I need to chill out.
May 8
I just took P’s advice to merge the Star Wars them into a nature activity, in an effort to
help link S and use his interest – as a bridge to connect him with the forest surrounding
our home. While we were at home, I asked him if he wants to go on a mission to collect
“crystals” (the dried Doug Fir sap we collected before) to use to power lightsabers. I
also told him to watch out for an animal sign- as the animal we see could give more
power to the crystal. S was eager to go out on our mission. I noticed how much more
motivated he was the activity was Star Wars related.
As we stepped out of the house S stopped and said “wait, what that sound?” I told him it
was a robin chirping. This was a very different occurrence for us as typically I try to
draw his attention to birds and he has little interest in them. Today it was S drawing my
attention to a bird song since he was “on the lookout” for any animal sign. As we headed
up the Pine Ridge I suggested we stop at our family’s special spot to “draw the Force
power from the forest to power the crystals”. I was wanting to introduce a mindfulness
activity. S suggested we stop there after we get the crystal and I agreed. S then noticed
some ants and asked “how come some ants are both red and black” he then answered his
own question by saying “maybe the mom is red and the dad is black, so that makes it
both red and black”. Again, not as typical for S to notice details and create theories…S
searched some different trees, looking for crystals and after he found one we went back to
our special spot and sat to “pull in the power of the forest into the crystal” After sitting
for a few silent minutes we descended the steep forested slope …
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May 11
What a disaster. It all stared out so well. At home, S said he was bored, so I asked if he
wanted to do another Star Wars outdoor adventure. It began as a lot of fun for all of us. S
was a Jedi, M was a Bounty Hunter, and they both brought lightsabers. S was being very
careful of the plants as we walking through the yard and into the forest. I told him “here,
you can fight this thistle” (which I wanted to pull out of our yard). But S answered “no,
it’s a living thing, I don’t want to kill it”. We hiked down the ravine, the boys playing
Star Wars, both boys were very careful of only striking dead branches with their
lightsabers. At the bottom of the ravine I told them they had to “get through the Devil’s
Club to drink the magic water to give them power”...S found the Devil’s Club “too easy”
to navigate so I made the huge mistake of saying “fight the Devil’s Club” I really don’t
know why I said that, I was trying to make it fun for him and thought the Devil’s Club
could survive a few whacks. It was so stupid of me. Anyway, after S got poked by one
thorn he whacked a bunch of it and then I said to him “I feel sorry for the Devil’s club”.
The thing is that S was so careful before, but after I told him to, he hacked it down. I was
giving mixed messages obviously and S felt really badly for hurting the plants after I said
I felt sorry for them. So S then got angry at me saying it was a “stupid game” and that he
“doesn’t want to go on nature walks with me anymore and you’re going to fail your
thesis”, then he kicked me. I think he felt ashamed. I reacted, badly, by yelling back “I
am done with taking you out, stay at home and watch TV, I’m done with homeschooling”.
I angrily hiked back up the ravine and the boys followed. Back in our yard I asked S if we
could talk. We both expressed remorse for our actions and words, and apologized to each
other.
What happened next turned out to be a very poignant moment for me that I have reflected
upon many times since. I did something kind of strange in a way. I asked him “do you
even like nature?” and he replied “what is nature?” I thought “insightful” but replied,
“nature is everything other than humans”. He said “yes, of course I do, if I didn’t I
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would go around always killing things, shooting my BB gun at birds and animals”. Then
I asked him “do you like hanging outside in nature” and he answered “it depends”.
May 26
We took a trip up the valley today to the Galena Trail outside of New Denver. This day
the context of family includes myself, S, M, my 85 year old father, and my sister. We
walked the trail with the intention of showing my Dad and sister what I think of as “real
BC”. There was a steep slope beside a part of the trail and my sister and Sebas were very
nervous about anyone being too close to the edge for the entire walk. In fact, for most of
the walk they worried about everyone safety and that seemed to shape their experience.
The funny thing is that on this same walk in the past Sebas has felt somewhat concerned
on the steep section, but completely at ease on the rest of the trail and when he walked
the same trail with a group of friends he did not express any concern for the whole hike
…I wonder if it was my sister’s fear and discomfort that affected Sebas’ response today.
June
June 1
M has been making live traps for northern alligator lizards and western skink. Yesterday
he read online how to make them from bottles and from a box with plastic wrapping on
top…I mentioned to him how I think the trap he made is so good he should check it often.
He asked me where we should place the traps which led to a discussion about what is
their best habitat. (Miguel told me after that he placed the traps near a rock pile and
beside a pile of logs because he knows that lizards and skinks like to go in rocks and
logs)…Today Miguel made another trap and after he finished he said “Thanks Auntie for
all the great ideas, so my sister must have made a few suggestions” He then asked to look
in the book Reptiles…of…and his aunt read out the habitats section and the description
of what alligator lizards look like. Miguel responded “I’ve found the younger ones to be
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black and the adult to be grey”. He listened to more of the book and then continued to
discuss with me where on our land would be another good spot for a trap.
June 3
Hiking the Galena Trail. M found a rock that he speculated was galena and this led to
discussion among all of us about the trail, its history and use... Later after we completed
our hike we went to the nearby historical town of Sandon and M wen to the museum
alone to look at the displays and he identified the rock he found as galena. M told us this
and my sister and I wondered aloud what galena is. M said it is a mineral and something
you get silver from, and we discussed that Sandon was a silver mining town so that makes
sense.

